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President
DEMOCRAT
Gore - 37.5 percent
Bradley - 8.7 percent
Precincts reporting 62 3 percent

BILUBligAN.

Bush -27.3 percent
McCain -23.3 percent

Precincts reporting 62.3 percent

Senator
DEMOCRAT
Diane Feinstein - 53 percent
Precincts reporting. 63 8 percent

REPUBLICAN
Tom Campbell - 22.6 percent
Ray Haynes -8.7 percent
Bill Horn - 6.0 percent
JP Gough - .7 percent
Precincts reporting 63 8

Assembly 23
Tony West - 37.1 percent
Manny Diaz - 40.4 percent
Fred Buzo -3.9 percent
Precincts reporting 95 percent

Rep. District 15
DEMOCRAT
Mike Honda - 40.1 percent
Bill Peacock- 13.6 percent
Precincts ropening 92 4 percent

REPUBLICAN
Jim Cuneen -33.6 percent
Dale C. Mead -5.3 percent
Precincts reporting 92 4 percent

Rep. District 16
DEMOCRAT
Zoe Lotgren - 71.9 percent
Precincts reporting 986

REPUBLICAN
Horace Thayn - 23.5 percent

SJSU professor Ken Yeager hugs his friend and supporter Nan Vaughan at
Lou’s Village restaurant, where they were awaiting the results of Tuesday’s elec-
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tion. Yeager is running for District 6 San Jose City Council seat, which includes
Willow Glen and the Rose Garden districts.

Yeager on for November
Scott Shuey

DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Supporters of Ken Yeager’s
campaign for the San Jose City
Council may be getting some
good news and some bad news.
The good news in that
Yeager, a San Jose State
University political science professor, finished first of out a
field a six running for the
District 6 seat.
The bad news is that first

place isn’t enough. As of last
night, Yeager had only 38.4 percent of the vote, while his oppoCunningham
Kris
nent
received 32.8 percent of the
vote.
If neither candidate receives
50 percent of the vote, the top
two candidates will face off in a
run-off election in November
that will decide who gets the
seat that represents the Willow
Glen and Rose Gardens areas,
Denelle Fedor, a 1996 SJSU

political science graduate and
Yeager’s campaign coordinator,
was confident that Yeager
would eventually win the seat,
"It is close, but Ken’s leading," she said. "The possibility
is that Ken will be the new
councilman tonight, and if not
now, then in November."
Mayor Ron Gonzales introduced Yeager to the crowd of
supporters waiting for him in
the back of Lou’s Village
restaurant on West Santa

Carlos Avenue.
"When Ken announced he
was running for City Council, I
was honored and privileged to
endorse him," Gonzales said.
"Council district elections are
the last level where you can
make an impact door to door."
Yeager said he was looking
forward to working with the
mayor when is he elected.
"It was such a privilege to
work with Ron on all of those
issues," he said, which include

Precincts reporting 986

City Council
District 2
Forrest Williams - 48.7 percent
Maria Y. Ferrer - 18.6 percent
Kathy Chavez Napoli - 32.8 percent
Precincts reporting 984 percent

District 4
Kansen Chu - 26.9 percent
Jim Canova - 3.4 percent
J. Manuel Herrera -11.1 percent
Chuck Reed - 42.8 percent
Dale Detwiler - 7.0 percent
George Melendez - 8.8 percent
Precincts reporting 100 percent

District 6
Bill Chew -4.2 percent
Kris Cunningham - 32.8 percent
Ken Yeager -38.5 percent
Jim Spence - 17.o percent
Dan Lopez - 3.2 percent
Mike Borquez - 4.4 percent

California
Primary
Gore, Bush capture lead
for presidential bid
Gov. George W. Bush captured the richest prize in the presidential nomination
process Tuesday with a convincing victory
over Sen. John McCain in California. Vice
President Al Gore beat Democratic rival
Bill Bradley in a landslide.
Bush defeated the Arizona senator in the
tally of GOP voters and led him by about 5

Precincts reporting 100 percent

District 8
David D. Cortese - 45.9 percent
Eddie Garcia - 23.0 percent
Patricia Martinez Roach - 14.8 percent
Maria Fuentes - 16.3 percent
Precincts reporting 964 percent

District 10
Nancy A. Pyle - 23.7 percent
William J. Garbett - 4.0 percent
Pat Dando - 72.3 percent
Precincts reporting 95 7 percent

Propositions
Prop.
Prop.
Prop.
Prop.
Prop.
Prop.
Prop.

lA - passed
21 - passed
22 - passed
25 - failed
26 - failed
30 - failed
31 - failed

Measure 0
failed

Dia,

West

Diaz, West
in dead heat
Andi Anderson

DAILY STAFF’ WRITER

Manny Diaz was trailing opponent Tony West by .3 points as of
11p.m. Tuesday in the race for
23rd
Assembly’s
California
District.
"Just the fact that we’re dead
even is great," Diaz said.
The race for the assembly seat
took off when Mike Honda
stepped down front the position.
for
running
is
Honda

See

Diaz,

page 5

neighborhoods,
preserving
reducing traffic and connecting
BART to San Jose.
Many of the people there to
support Yeager didn’t always
agree with his politics, but they
supported his stances of local
issues.
Robert Hayton, who has
worked with Yeager on the
Rose Garden Preservation
Association, said he supported

See

Yeager,

Prop. 22
has wide
majority

Bush
McCain
points in a separate count of all voters in
early returns. In a possible preview of a
November matchup, Gore led Bush slightly
in the same tally. The win gave the Texas
governor all 162 delegates at stake here more than in any other state.
"The Republicans thought Bush was
going to walk away with California," said
Alyson L. Abramowitz, a member of Santa
Clara County Democratic Central
Committee. "He’s winning but it is in no
what I would call a landslide."
Abramowitz spoke at victory party for

Gore

Bradley

Democrats at Gordon Biersch brewery in
downtown San Jose.
"I consider myself a huge step closer and
will work hard to secure the nomination,"
Bush said after sweeping several big-state
primaries.
McCain told supporters in Los Angeles:
"We will never give up this mission, my
friends." But he said he would meet with
aides Wednesday and "talk about our
future."

See

Pres.,

Trisha Sit lit( is
DAILY STAFF WIN:, 1.
Despite vigorous campaigning, California voters are not
ready to define marriages
beyond the union between a
man and a woman.
At press time, 61.4%. voted
for its passage while 38.6%
voted against it.
John Gorshe, a junior social
work major, was with the
majority. He said he had felt
confident about the passage of

See

page 4

22,

page 4

Sarah
(left), a
SJSU student, and
Sana
Rahman,
with their
mother
Malika
Khan, ask
for Tom
Campbell’s
autograph
at the
Campbell
Community
Center.
Karla Garber
/ *flan
Daily

Campbell
rules his
field
Christina Lucarotti

nAILY STAFF’ KOITOR

Tom Campbell’s first step
toward unseating Democratic
incumbent U.S. Sen. Dianne
Feinstein in the 2000 elections
was to beat out the more than
dozen primary candidates for
the coveted racing position.
A congressman for the past
nine years, he introduced himself to a crowd of about 200
supporters at the Campbell
in
Center
Community
Campbell Tuesday night.
"I am Tom Campbell, and
I’m going to be your next U.S.
senator," he said.
At the time, election results
were still being counted but

page 8

Campbell was at 27 percent
after Feinstein who was leading with 48 percent.
Interpreting these preliminary results for the crowd,
Campbell said, "More than half
of the California voters want a
new senator."

Campbell’s victory - at least
for Super Tuesday - was predicted and endorsed by several
California newspapers, including the San Jose Mercury
News and the Orange County
Register.
Although he is seen as a

maverick
moderate
stances on
tion and
Campbell
president.

See

for his sometimes
- even liberal issues such as aborfinance reform,
endorsed Bush for

Campbell,
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Animal Cruelty

’cn
Animal cruelty not at top
of societal ills list

Animal abuse merely a
gateway to worse crime

admit it, I’m not too much of a
I’ll
cat fan. Coming from a house
in which my little sisters felt
the need to keep five cats, the
felines would get on my nerves
almost daily.
They couldn’t understand I
didn’t want them in my room,
so I would repeatedly
have to escort them
out. To the chagrin of
my sisters, my
methods mirrored
those of "The Fresh
Prince of Bel Air’s"
THE LAND OF OZ
Uncle Phil when he
showed the door to

Mike 0

Jazz.
Of course, this blatant display of physical dominance
upset my sisters and they would constantly tell me to
leave the cats alone.
I bring this up because of the recent highway happening that has captivated the Bay Area. After a fender bender, a man came from what was reported as a black
sports utility vehicle to the car of Sara McBurnett. The
man
reached
into
McBurnett’s car, grabbed
her 10-year-old dog, Leo,
and hurled him toward
busy freeway traffic. The
dog was run over by the
traffic, and he eventually
died.
Call it the ultimate case of
road rage.
Given the sob story, it may
be hard for me to convince
someone that we shouldn’t
increase the punishment for
people who are cruel to animals
in such a manner, but I hardly
believe this warrants new laws in
the name of animal protection.
With the passing of Tuesday’s
elections, we should all be aware of
how much time, effort and money goes
into passing legislation, and passing tougher animal cruelty laws isn’t
to high on what I view as the priority list.
Robert Brown, a senator from Georgia, is leading the push for
stronger laws, whirls would include trying severe cases of cruelty as a
felony.
With all due respect to Sen. Brown and McBurnett, I think we have larger things to worry about.
Sure, cases like McBurnett’s are tragic, but I’ve yet to see the newspaper flooded with cases of animal cruelty. However, I do see violence among humans each and every day
in some form or another.
Maybe we should focus on these issues before we start a march to save animals from the occasional
abuser. Call me heartless if you wish, but I put a higher value on human life than an animal’s.
While I know some people have a particularly close relationship with their pets, people still must realize there is a reason we have a food chain and the "survival of the fittest" theory.
I’m not endorsing picking up animals by their tails and swinging them around like a lasso.
I enjoy the companionship pets provide, and I would never want to see anything happen to my dog. But
the logic of trying to increase penalties for animal cruelty is just a haze to me.
What are we going to do, put animals on the stand to testify against alleged abusers in court? Or, put
a guy in jail fbr a few years after a felony charge for spanking his pet monkey?
While I believe nothing that lives deserves to be abused, it’s not plausible to increase the penalties solely because one guy went Neanderthal and killed a dog.
I don’t want to see these penalties get to the point where I could find myself in handcuffs because! sent
may sister’s cat flying through the air out of my door.

People must
realize there
is a reason we
have a food
chain and the
"survival of
the fittest"
theory.

McBurnett, a 38-year-old
Sara
real estate agent from San
Jose, told the Mercury
News, in its Friday edition, "I keep
having flashbacks. I cry at least
once and hour."
The trauma she referred to was
the death of her companion and
friend, a 10-year-old dog, Leo, a
Bichon Frise.
The dog was thrown into
traffic by an enraged
motorist who was upset
when McBurnett’s car
bumped his in stop-and-go
traffic, near the crowded
San Jose International
Airport.
McBurnett rolled down her window to apologize thr humping
the man’s car when he reached in the open window, grabbed the
dog and threw him toward the lane of traffic running opposite
McBurnett’s.
Leo was run over by oncoming traffic and died as a result of
his injuries but only after he suffered during the ride to the veterinarian in McBurnett’s car.
The dog tosser pulled recklessly into traffic and s ed awa
A $40,000 reward has been set
up for information that leads to
the arrest of the perpetrator of the
Feb. 11 incident, which has drawn
national attention to the subject of
animal cruelty.
Police have been looking for a
dark sport-utility vehicle or truck
with a camper shell and Virginia
plates.
It’s no wonder the perpetrator fled
the scene. If caught, he could face a
whopping one year in a state prison
and/or a $20,000 fine, according to the
California Penal Code, if he were to be
convicted of animal cruelty, something
that in this case seems possible.
The Penal Code does not use the term
"whopping," but the penalty is too lax for
such an act of cruelty.
There are no provisions for counseling or rehabilitative. measures that inti
be needed in such a case.Some states have been looking to up the punishment
for animal cruelty within their borders.
Even before the San Jose incident, Georgia’s Lt. Governor, Mark Taylor, joined
a coalition in its aim to increase penalties for the crime in Georgia.In that state.
animal cruelty is a violation of state law but carries only a misdemeanor charge.
Larry Gibson, an animal control officer in Clayton County, Georgia, in an Associated
Press report, said, "Eighty percent of the people I deal with go on to bigger and better crimes.
They get desensitized and get a thrill from this."
Randall Lockwood, vice president of the Humane Society of the United States, cited the case of T.J.
Solomon in the same AP report.
Solomon is an Atlanta area teen indicted in a school shooting at Heritage High School, where six students were wounded. Solomon reportedly told school psychologists he liked to look into animals’ eyes when
he shot them and watch them die.
An act of cruelty toward an animal is often cited in cases of those who commit violent acts against people, as sort of a "gateway crime."
While no one can say exactly what sort of crime, if any, the perpetrator in the San Jose incident may be
capable of committing, a felony such as the type committed against Leo could be a sign of more serious
things to come if the Solomon case in Atlanta is any indication.
A one-year, $20,000 penalty for such a vicious act is not acceptable.
In a "civilized" society, acts of violence against helpless creatures have no place. Those who commit them,
and knowingly torture or kill animals in a way that is clearly cruel, do not belong among us and should be
removed from society for much longer than one short year.

Solomon
reportedly
told psychologists he liked
to look into
animals’ eyes
when he shot
them.

Mike Osegueda is the Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Talking Heads

"Yes, animals are God’s
creatures too and nobody has
the right to mistreat them."

Riga Rahim
senior
public relations and
German

Jason Stull is the Spartan Daily Managing Editor

Should penalties for animal cruelty be more severe?

"I think it’s fair. It depends
on the severity or the cruelty of
the case."

"It should not be stiffer. One
year and $20,000 is a lot."

--Hector Cao
senior
administration of justice

Nicoleth
junior
electrical engineering
Robert

kA4i

r-M1

"They should increase the
fine amount, not the jail time."

"I don’t think an animal life
is worth as much as a human. I
think it’s fair."

"If animal cruelty cases are
increasing, so should the punishments increase so they stop
doing them."

Maranda Tam
junior
graphic design

Gulnara Rakhmanova
junior
computer engineering

Simi Dhall
junior
international business

compiled by Franklin Leiva and photos by Kohjiro Kinno
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Plane crash teaches tragic lesson of friendship
There are a few days out of the year
that serve as reminders of what’s
important family, friends, faith.
For some, Christmas will do the trick, or a
lot of people count on New Year’s to gain a
clearer perspective.
I can’t figure out why there are so few of
these days. Why, with our supposed intellectual superiority to the rest of the animal
kingdom, do we let our lives become consumed by the tedious?
Perhaps it’s too difficult to define and
seek what’s meaningful to us. Maybe admitting that we care about and depend on other
people makes us vulnerable.
It’s much easier to let the things we
value get lost in classes and work. It’s even
easier to rationalize as I suspect many of
us do that my friends and family understand I’m busy, understand we’ll get together and catch up as soon as I get over my current hurdle. But hurdles are endless.
Sunday, I’ll take a breather. It’s my friend
Mark’s 26th birthday. It’s also about the
time I start remembering how to be a
friend.
I have to celebrate Mark’s birthday in spirit. He died in a plane crash on his way home
from a trip to Tahoe in 1994. He died before I
could tell him what he meant to me.
Oddly unlike many people who lose a
friend suddenly about a month before he

died, he gave me
the chance to tell
him. But, being a
21 -year-old,
wouldn’t
allow
myself to succumb
to such vulnerability. I passed up the
chance to tell him
everything
he
meant to me, and I
never saw him
again.
I had known him
since I was about 14
years old, there was
so much I should
have said. But the idea that it might have
been the last time I could talk to him was
something I never could have fathomed.
Where would I have started, anyway? I
knew from the day I met him he was someone I could trust, someone who could make
me laugh. I didn’t imagine he would become
one of my best friends, my brother, my protector. I didn’t know he would be the only
man I could share such a close platonic
friendship with without our gender creating barriers.
I didn’t realize until after he was gone
that he helped me learn how to be a friend.
He was one of those rare people who didn’t

SPARTAN DAILY

belong to a specific group
hundreds of
he had
friends he could fit in
anywhere. But when he
was with you, it seemed as
if he didn’t belong anywhere else.
The last time I saw him
was at a party. He stopped
me as I was leaving
because he wanted to
thank me for being such a
good friend and tell me that
he loved me.
He brought up some
scrape he had gotten into
several years before. It was
before we even had driver’s licenses, and he
was in some sort of trouble, stuck at a pay
phone. He called me, and I got my mom to
take me to pick him up. She took us back to
my house, and he and I spent the next couple hours finding a solution to the problem
he had.
He told me at the party he would never
forget that. He said that’s when he realized
we would always be friends. He wasn’t
afraid to make himself vulnerable, and I
blatantly humored him. He was hugging
me, thanking me for my friendship through
the years, and I said "yeah, yeah, Mark, I
love you too. Are you loaded or something?
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SJSU Sport Club and Student
Health Center
Free nutrition counseling. A $50

Talk to a graduate student
in nutrition about all your nutrition questions from 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday. Sign up at the
SJSU Sport Club or call Nancy
Black at 924-6118 for more information.

value.

Nutrition and Food Science
The latest body Composition
testing from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the Central Classroom building,
Room 221 every Wednesday. It’s
quick, painless and fun. Coat is $5
for students and faculty. For more
information, call Sherry at 2067599.

"Laws are like
sausages. It is
better not to see
them being
made."

Otto von Bismarck
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How much did you drink? I gotta go ... "
I remember it so vividly because it
played over and over in my head after he
died. When I think of what I could have
said, those words pierce through me.
Those words also keep me from making
the same mistake today. We can’t protect
our feelings and still have meaningful relationships. We can’t allow our jobs or homework to play a more important role than the
people who stand by us when we get fired or
fail a class.
The night he died, before it was confirmed that a plane had even gone down,
another friend and I were at his parents’
house making phone calls to different Tahoe
authorities to find out what happened.
Watching his parents waiting for the
phone to ring, I kept assuring his mom he
would walk through the door any minute.
He had to. I had some very important things
to tell him, to thank him for.
But he never came home.
His death is no less tragic because I learned
this lesson, but being open, honest and loyal to
the people I care about the way he was to me
and everyone that knew him is the only way
I’ve found to thank him.

Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjim.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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DISTANCE BETWEEN
BASKETBALLS AND

tion, call Celeste at 259-5630 or
Alejandra at 971-7942.

MEATBALLS.

MEChA
Weekly meeting at 3 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Chicano
Resource Center. For more information, page Miguel A. Rodriguez
at 383-6475.
Canterbury Community
San Jose spirit gathering at
5:30 p.m. every Wednesday in the
Campus Inter Faith Center, 300 S.
10th St. For more information, call
Roger Wharton at 451-9310.

Sparta Guide IA provided free of charge
to student& faculty and staff The deadline
for entries is noon, three days before the
desired publication date. Entry forme are

Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday at the Student Union,
Almaden room, For more informa-

available in the Spartan Daily Office. Space
restrictions may require editing of submis
mons Entries are printed in the order in

(408)985-7578
X 1225

which they are received

(800) 426-2769

Information Meetings on COITUS

San Jose State University
College of Business

One Year MBA Program

Thursday, March 9, 3:00 - 4:00, BC 123
Monday, March 13, 10:00 - 11:00, BC 004
Wednesday, March 22, 12:00 - 1:00, BC 120

New 12 -month Daytime
MBA-One Program
Program starts August 2000
Open to All Majors
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Let Food.com feed you during the Tournament. While you’re watching basketball
on the tube, why not order restaurant food from Food.com? You’ll find a bunch of menus in one place
and lots of local restaurants from which to choose. They you can have food delivered right to your door
without having to miss even a commercial. Order now and you can register to win a trip
for two to the college basketball championship in Indianapolis. Visit us at
www.food.com/campus and enjoy the games in a whole new way.
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Props. 21 and 22 headed for landslide wins Campbell
22

Marriage Initiative

Proposition 22

Proposition 21 Juvenile Crime

continued from page]

the initiative.
"I don’t think society is ready to
have alternative meanings of marriage," Gorshe said. "It should only
be between a man and a woman
and it’s important to uphold it."
"Voting against it (Proposition
22), makes a mockery of the institution of marriage," Gorshe said.
The passage of Proposition 22
adds a definition to the California
State Family Code, which states
"only a marriage between a man
and a woman is valid or recognized
in California."
Thirty other states have already
passed their own Protection of
including
Marriage
Law,
Washington, Hawaii and Florida.
Proponents claim it does not
take away anybody’s rights and
does nothing to incite hatred or violence toward any individual or
their family. Yet, it is impossible to
leave same-sex marriages out of
the equation.
While current state law already
bans gays and lesbians from marrying, the passage of Prop. 22
would close a loophole. Califbrnia
would not recognizing marriages
out of state, including "same-sex"
marriages. Vermont is close to riding in favor of same-gender mar
riages.
Dave DelCastillo, grocery store
manager and father of 2, voted for
the passage of 22. Hi. said he
believes same-sex marriages are
morally wrong.
"A marriage should always be
between a man and a woman," said
DelCastilla "That’s how it’s always
been and that how it should be."
Opponents of 22 have argued
that a "yes" vote on 22 would
infringe on hospital visitation
rights and inheritance. But under
current state law, the rights of hospital patients allows them to
receive visitors of their own choosing and cannot be denied on the
basis of sexual orientation. Last
year, Gov. Gray Davis signed legislation, which gives gays and lesbians recognition and rights to
domestic partnerships, including
hospital visitation rights and
health benefits.
Nevertheless, a majority of
California voters continue to
choose to preserve the irreplaceable union of marriage.
Monica Barnes, senior and
music major, said she supports
Prop. 22 because of her religious
background.
"In order to bring children into
the world is between a man and
woman. We should uphold it. It’s
just the way I was raised to
believe," said Barnes.

Pres.

continued from page 1

Gore and Bradley were vying
for 367 delegates in the
Democratic race, allocated proportionally based on votes.
Among Democrats voting for
Democrats, Gore had 82 percent
to Bradley’s 18 percent.
"That locks it in," said Terry
Christensen, political science
chairman at San Jose State
University. "It’s his, save for
Bush."

Yes

1,327,599

1111No 836,941

Yes

61.4%
38.6%

precincts reporting

62.6%
37.4%

’Unreported

lUnreported
30.9%

1,304,844

ENo 782,712

30.9%

precincts reporting

The "Yes" or No’ represents
the majority of voters in that
county voting "yes’ or "No ’

The "Yes" or "No" represents
he majonty of voters in that
county voting "yes" or No ’

N
Source information: Calif. Sec. of State Web site

Defeat disappoints gay contingency
Erik Anderson
and Jessica Neu
DAILY STAFF WHIMS

"Campaigns will come and go,
but there are other ways to measure our success as a community,"
said Amy Dean, executive officer
for the Santa Clara County
Democratic Central Committee.
"It was a victory for the diverse
members of our community to
come together for this cause."
A somber but festive mood held
sway over the ’No on Knight’ campaign as it gathered on Almaden
Road in San Jose.
The numbers for defeating the
Limit on Marriage initiative
though early did not look good.
At 9:22 p.m., with 1793 of
22,670 precincts reporting, 63.8
percent were for the proposition
limiting marriage, while 36.8 percent were against, according to
results provided by the secretary
of state’s election figures.
"Regardless of the outcome, the
gay and lesbian community has
gained a lot from this election,"
said Rev. Lindi Ramsden, senior
minister of the First Unitarian
Church of San Jose on Third

Street. "Labor groups, religious da might be.
California law mandates the
groups, major newspapers and
only
marriages
celebrities have all come together restriction:
in support of this issue. It says between a man and a woman are
something about the progress the recognized as legal. Same-sex
marriages are currently not reccommunity has made."
Simple in its14 words, the ini- ognized.
restricCalifornia law, however, does
proposes
a
singular
tiative
tion: "Only marriage between a recognize marriages from other
man and a woman is valid or rec- states. One train of thought is
that same-sex couples will seek
ognized in California."
Opponents of the initiative, and obtain a marriage license out
such as Dean and Ramsden, state, then "import" the license in.
Supporters of Proposition 22
believe the restriction like a
carries a hidden believe such a possibility is its
Trojan horse
agenda. "It’s been hard seeing own Trojan horse.
In the text from the argument
those "Yes on 22" signs on front
lawns. It’s like those people are of Prop. 22 in 1996 Democrats
against our families," Ramsden and Republicans in marriage
overwhelmingly passed a bill saysaid.
The measure appeared to be ing that the U.S. government
passing in all counties throughout defines marriage as between a
the state, but four: Alameda, man and a woman only, and said
Mann, San Francisco and Santa each state could do the same."
Cruz."The support of (this cam- Clinton signed this bill into effect
paign against) the proposition the very next day. Since then, 30
shows that people are becoming states have passed their own laws
more open toward the gay com- defining marriage and arch-conmunity," said Gregg Zigler, a No servative legal organizations have
on Knight volunteer.
used similar laws as tools in court
A brief examination of views to deny lesbians and gays fundafrom both sides, makes it no less mental rights.
clear why the restriction is sought
San Jose State University
nor what exactly the hidden agen- director of counseling Wiggsy

Sivertsen said Santa Clara
County has a ways to go before
something such as Proposition 22
would garner a certain amount of
respect. "With that kind of vote to
come out it is a statement of the
work we have to do yet," Sivertsen
said.
She said that an essential portion of Prop. 22 would be the benefits her partner would get if their
marriage was legal. "My partner
will not inherit the insurance benefits . . . because we don’t have a
bonified marriage." "I had hoped
that more people would vote no,"
said Chris Anzalone, volunteer for
No on Knight. "It should never
pass, it’s very discriminatory."
San Jose Mayor Ron Gonzales
has been married for more than
two decades, and he understands
the bond between married couples. "The predictions say the
proposition will pass. ItOs too
bad," said Gonzales. 6ItOs meanspirited. The state of California
can do without it. I’m a strong
believer in marriage. I’ve been
married for 21 years."
Clarissa Aljentera
contributed to this report

continued from page 1
"The buzz word of his campaign is
freedom," said Wanda Ginner, a
longtime supporter of Campbell. "I
can’t think of anyone else I would
rather see in Senate. He stands for
political freedom and believes government should stay out of our personal lives."
Besides protecting individua
freedom and giving governmen
control back to the people at a stat
level, Campbell’s platform include
healing health care services, redis
tributing defense funds to provid
military families with a livin
wage, improving schools and redu
ing the national debt.
Yuwynn Ho, a senior majori
in political scienet at dui
University of California, Berkeley,
said he admired Campbell’s stance,
on letting local government decide
how to handle drug issues.
"He has a lot of progressive
ideas," said Ho, who voted for the
first time as an American citizen
during Tuesday’s primaries. "He’s
an educator and the fact that he’s
not a diehard conservative with
outdated ideas caught my attention."
Robb McFadden, the president
of UC Berkeley’s Republican Youth
Majority, was thrilled to meet the
Senate hopeful, and asked
Campbell to autograph a campaign
sign.
"Tom Campbell is like my political hero," said the 19-year-old
McFadden. "He is honest, and he
has integrity."
McFadden said he planned to
keep the sign for years to come. The
dedication read, "For Robb
McFadden, With highest hopes for
your future, Tom Campbell 3-7-00."
The next step toward a
November victory for Campbell is
gaining name recognition.
"If he was able to door to door
and meet every Californian, he
would win the election," said
Suhail A. Khan, Campbell’s press
secretary.

If this was your ad, you
would have spent W..22
to advertise all over
campus...
And people like you would
be reading it now!
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In the Democratic primary,
Gore defeated Bradley among
every major segment of voters.
"Join us now, because our campaign is your cause," Gore beckoned, throwing the Democratic
Party tent wide open to supporters of Bradley, independents and
Republicans. "We are the party of
the mainstream. We are the party
of hope."
Gore’s biggest margin over
Bradley, about 8-to-1, was among
Hispanic voters.
"I recently endorsed Gore," said
San Jose Mayor Ron Gonzales.
"I’m very, very pleased with his
performance in California, as well

1

as other states. I’m hopeful he can
guide us to victory in November."
Bradley fared so poorly McCain
drew slightly more Democratic
votes than he did in early results.
But the results also represented a major disappointment for
McCain, who had pinned his
hopes on California from the earliest days of his campaign. He
faced an uphill struggle against
Bush, who early on locked up the
support of California’s GOP elected officials, corporate leaders and
fund-raising kingpins.
The primary for the first time
allowed those of any party affiliation, or no affiliation, to cast bal-

lots for any candidate, though
only votes from party members
counted in the Democratic and
Republican races.
In early returns, Bush, Gore
and McCain were within 7 percentage points of each other in
this "beauty contest."
Counting crossover votes in the
GOP primary, it was Bush 56 percent, McCain 32 percent, Gore 5
percent, Bradley 2 percent and
Republican Alan Keyes 3 percent,
with 31 percent of precincts
reporting.
The Democratic race, including
crossovers: Gore 60 percent,
McCain 15, Bradley 14, Bush 7,

Keyes 1, Green Party candidate
Ralph Nader 1.
For some 30 years, California
was irrelevant in the nominations, because its primary came so
late the parties had unofficially
crowned their standard-bearers
by the time of the vote here.

Spartan Daily staff writers
Mike Osegueda and Erika
Coron and the Associated
Press contributed to this
report.

Guadalupe
Diaz and her
son Manny Diaz
who is running for State
Assembly
applaud Mayor
Ron Gonzales
at the Labor
Council in San
Jose Tuesday
night. Diaz was
one of many
candidates that
took part in a
party after the
polls closed.

Lawyers, consumers
take blow at polls
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Voters on Tuesday repealed a
right-to-sue law and a companion
measure, siding with insurers
and business groups who waged a
multimillion-dollar battle against
trial lawyers and consumer
groups.
With 49 percent of the
precincts reporting, 69 percent
voted no on Proposition 30,
repealing legislation to allow accident victims to sue the rival
insurance company for bad faith
in cases where legitimate claims
were delayed or resolved unfairly.
The insurers also campaigned
for a no vote on a companion mea-

sure, Proposition 31, and got their
wish with 72 percent of the vote.
"It’s clear that people overwhelmingly understood their
insurance rates would go up
under these measures and that
they would get nothing for it,"
said Allan Zaremberg, president
of the California State Chamber
of Commerce. "If an insurance
company had been faced with a
punitive damage lawsuit of millions of dollars for defending a
policyholder, they would have
been quicker to accede to a higher
settlement, and our numbers
showed that would increase premiums by 15 percent."

Cigarette tax repeal
burned by voters
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LOS ANGELES (AP) A
tobacco merchant’s bid to snuff
out a cigarette tax championed by
director Rob Reiner was overwhelmingly rejected by voters
Tuesday.
The challenge, mounted by
Ned Roscoe of the Cigarettes
Cheaper! discount chain, came by
way of Proposition 28, a proposal
to repeal the 50-cent-a-pack cigarette tax increase passed in 1998.
With 11 percent of precincts
reporting, 70 percent of voters
opposed the measure.
Roscoe argued that the taxes
were unfair to smokers and created a bureaucracy that tried to
play Big Brother to California

families.
Reiner, who sponsored 1998’s
Proposition 10 to raise money for
children, contended that Roscoe
was simply trying to protect sales.
"It’s fabulous. I’m so thrilled,"
Reiner said Tuesday. "Clearly, the
voters of California sent a very
loud message that they care
about the health and development of young children and reject
the tobacco industry."
Dan Pfeiffer, spokesman for No
on 28, said he was unsurprised
that the measure was so soundly
defeated. A bipartisan coalition
had been working hard to keep it
from passing since the initiative
was placed on the ballot, he said.
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The campaign
accused him of
FOR STORY ON TONY WEST,
office affirmed
buying
the
SEE
PAGE
6
Diaz is looking
campaign,
forward to the
continued from peg&
"Tony outspent Manny by 30 percent," said California State Assembly to do
San Jose City Councilwoman the same thing for the entire
Congressional District 15.
state.
Three primary issues Diaz Cindy Chavez.
According to Diaz’s campaign
Chavez said she thought the
said he plans to address if in
office include education, afford- negativity in the campaign con- literature, Diaz graduated from
San Francisco State University
able housing and transportation. fused people.
She had the opportunity to with a degree in engineering, and
Diaz said he would attack
these issues by creating more run against West in a San Jose he spent 17 years as an electrical
educational facilities, fighting for City Council campaign two years engineer at PG&E.
Diaz chose to leave his first
more affordable housing and cre- ago.
Diaz has represented District career of engineering and become
ating more accessible public
development manager
a
housing
5 on the San Jose City Council
transportation.
for the Mexican American
The district covers East San since November 1994.
"The more he’s been involved Community Service Agency,
Jose, downtown, Willow Glen, the
Rose Garden and part of the in San Jose issues, the more he MACSA.
For the next two years at
thinks he can do in Sacramento,"
Evergreen areas.
MACSA, Diaz committed himself
Diaz’s chief contender, West, is said Sandra Diaz, Diaz’s wife.
While serving San Jose as a to issues such as affordable
the assistant attorney general for
councilman, Diaz wrote and senior housing and education.
the state of California.
Through his years on the City
have passed a living wage ordinance.
opponents
West’s

Diaz
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SJSU INVST PROGRAM
Service Training
International and National Voluntary

Summer Service Project
at the Navajo Nation
Applications available at: Mosaic Multicultural Center / Sociology
Dept. / Student Life Center / Student Union Information Center
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Council, Diaz has held tight to
fighting for some of the same
issues.
With a community service
record such as Diaz’s, people
might expect him to be fairing
better in the race.
"I feel like at the end of the
day, he West] bought the race,"
said Amy Dean, executive director for the Bay Area AFL-CIO.
Dean said given the negativity
of West’s campaign, Diaz’s
progress was very exciting.
"One thing we learned in this
campaign is that money cannot
buy real life," said Mike Honda,
the23rd
for
assemblyman
District
Diaz said of the opposing campaign, "It was very unfortunate
he got so negative."
"I am going to win tonight,"
Diaz said.

Call 924-5761 for more information
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Introducing free online tax preparation from
H&R Block. Just grab your W-2’s and head
to hrblock.com/free. There, you can fill out
and electronically file your 1040EZ form
online. And get your tax refund fast. Best
of all, it costs nothing. Nada. Zero. Zip.
Check it out at hrblock.corn/free. It can be a
very liberating experience
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!Oka Manabe/Spartan Dotty
Tony West, a candidate for state Assembly District
23, shakes hands with his supporters Tuesday at
his office in Willow Glen. West, as well as his sup-

porters, waited for the results in a relaxed environment.

West barely leading Diaz
Erin Mayes
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Ali of 11 p.m. Tuc,iiiiy, Tony
West was leading Manny Diaz by
.3 points in the race for the State
Assembly Dist rat 23 seat.
District 23 covers East San
Jose, downtown San Jose, the
Rose Garden area, Willow Glen
and part of the Evergreen area.
West
and
Diaz,
both
Democrats, are the main candidates in the race.
"This is the first time I’ve really taken a political stand," said
West supporter Anthony Bass. "I
believe he is very dedicated and
he can do something with that."
Bass and other supporters and
volunteers showed up at West’s
campaign headquarters Tuesday
night to find out and hopefully
celebrate
the results of tin’ primary election.

Many of West’s supporters
seemed to have met him before
and had different reasons for voting for him.
"I came by to show some solidarity," David Burruto said.
Burruto does not live in District
23, but still wanted to show his
support.
"He’s youthful and he’s got
what this state needs. Tony West,
is, in short, a powerhouse. His
understanding and state experience are the best."
West said the differences
between him and his main opponent, Diaz, are many, despite their
Democratic standing.
"I think there’s some real differences between Manny and I,"
West said. "I think the fact that I
have experience at the state level
makes a big difference.’
Diaz is a city councilman fbr
District 5, which covers East San
Jose.

There were fOur ether candidates Fred Buzo, a
Democrat,
Dana W. Albrecht, a Libertarian,
and Republicans Tom Askland
and David J. Neighbors but
their presence in the race was
minimal as the results for West
and Diaz rolled in.
While they waited for the
results Tuesday, West’s supporters
ate finger fiiods and listened to a
band playing Elvis songs. Wine
and beer flowed freely as West
walked around and shook hands
with everyone who showed up to
support him.
"(West) is only 34 -years -old and
he’s got a wealth of experience
behind him," supporter Fred
Mitehen said. "I think Tony is honest, well educated and qualified. I
think he’s going to go somewhere.
And he loves San Jose. That’s
important
West’s campaign field director,
Donovan Bayuga, was also on

hand.
"He’s very much on the ball,"
Bayuga said. "If we win tonight,
he’ll be speaker in four years."
A critical weakness for West
was the fact Diaz had incumbent
state assemblyman Mike Honda’s
endorsement.
West, 34, is currently a special
attorney general for the state of
California. He was appointed by
California Attorney General Bill
Lockyer in Jan. ’99.
A San Jose native, West and his
three younger siblings attended
San Jose’s public schools.
West started his political
career early by serving as the
chairman of the San Jose Youth
Commission in ’82 and ’83, while
he attended Bellarrnine College
Preparatory.
from
graduating
After
Rika ilanabe/ Spartan Dail,
Bellarmine in ’83, West enrolled at
Harvard College and published Tony West hugs a supporter at his office Tuesday in Willow Glen.
the Harvard Political Review. He
graduated from Harvard with West is running for state Assembly District 23 seat against Fred Buzo
honors in ’87 and moved on to and Manny Diaz.
work for former governors of
Massachusetts and Arkansas,
at Lincoln Law School of San Jose
Michael S. Dukakis and Bill
He was a member of the
Clinton, respectively.
Housing
Leadership Council of
During this time, West became
the
Santa
Clara
Valley
the finance director of the
Manufacturing Group and has
Governors’
Democratic
participated in several youth
Association and worked with
mentoring programs.
Clinton to get Democrats elected
West met his wife, Maya Harris
as governors across the nation.
West, in law school. She is curWhen Clinton ran for president
rently the Dean of Lincoln Law
in 92, West was elected to serve as
School of San Jose and together
a delegate to the Democratic
they have one daughter, Meena.
National Convention in New York
West was able to raise over
City.
$58,000 in his first two weeks of
Fred Mitchen
After Clinton was elected, West
campaigning and has managed to
served as a member of the finance
West supporter
earn the endorsements of quite a
staff of the California Democratic
few influential organizations.
Party.
West is supported by the San
In ’89, West enrolled at for the northern district of
Jose
Police Officers’ Association
Stanford Law School. He became California in ’94, West moved back
and
the San Jose-Silicon Valley
president of the Stanford Law to San Jose. He specialized :n the
Review and received his degree in prosecution of federal otienses Chamber of Commerce.
Elected officials who support
such as Internet-related child
’92.
West had a private practice for exploitation, economic espionage, West include Congresswoman
about a year, but then was financial fraud, firearm viola- Anna Eschoo, State Attorney
appointed Special Assistant to the tions, tax offenses, drug crimes General Bill Lockyer, State
Treasurer Phil Angelides, State
Deputy Attorney General at the and government fraud.
Since moving back to San Jose, Senators Liz Figueroa and Kevin
U.S. Department of Justice in
West has served as a commission- Murray, retired State Senator Al
Washington, D.C.
When he was appointed as er on the San Jose Planning Alquist, and Assembly members
Assistant United States Attorney Commission and has also taught Ted Lempert, and Herb Wesson.

"I think Tony is
honest, well educated and qualified. And he loves
San Jose.That’s
important."
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Join Ralph Nader, faculty,
staff, students, experts on
higher education, labor and
community leaders for a
Public Hearing on The Future
of the CSU
March 14, 2000
San Jose State University
Schedule of events:
Public Hearing:
9 - 11:30 am Engineering 285-287
Featured address by Ralph Nader:
Noon Music Auditorium
Public Hearing:
2 - 5 pm Engineering 285-287
Public Hearing:
7 - 9 pm Engineering 285-287

vk

Ralph Nader
has been a concerned and active
advocate for quality
higher education
for more than 20
years.
He will address
the crisis in higher
education and CSU
at Noon, March 14,
at San Jose State
University.

this sort of thing sometimes happens
to people who travel with us.
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Looking for an upset
Men, women head to Fresno tourney
Marcus R. Fuller
DAILY STAFF WRITER
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With March Madness around the corner, it’s the time when most college basketball teams around the country are
battling each other in their respective
conference tournaments for a shot at an
at-large bid NCAA tournament.
Nevertheless, in this week’s Western
Athletic Conference tournament, which
will be held at Selland Arena in Fresno,
the talk has not been about which teams
will make or break their chances of
acquiring a spot in the field of 64, but
who has already secured it.
The conference tournament’s top two
seeds in the men’s field Tulsa and
Fresno State are a lock for the
NCAA’s, according to several WAC
coaches.
Unfortunately for the rest of the field,
the success or failure on the court in
Fresno doesn’t necessarily make or
break each team’s chances at playing in
the post season.
Upon having the WAC tournament,
conference officials decided not to have
the tournament champion receive an
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
The decision placed teams such as
Southern Methodist, Hawaii and Texas
Christian in a must-win situation, in
order to improve their chances with the
NCAA tournament selection committee.
SMU head coach Mike Dement said
he voted for a conference tournament
because it gives his team a chance to
gain a couple of wins to better its post
season opportunities.
"There are several teams that need to
position themselves for an NCAA bid,"
Dement said. "We are in that situation."
Of all of the WAC teams, most coaches agree Fresno State has the advantage. Not only are the Bulldogs hosting
the WAC tournament, but they have the
conferences Player of the Year, Courtney
a the right time,
Alexander. peaking at
according to FSU head coach Jerry
Tarkanian.

Above, Megan Gluhen, senior forward for the SJSU women’s basketball team, makes sure Fresno State’s Amanda Baker doesn’t get
in her way during a game Thursday. Even though Gluhan finished
with 15 points, the Spartans lost in their last game of the regular season 71-65.
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Right, Spartan R.J. Powell drives against Mike McIntyre of Hawaii
during a recent game in the Event Center. The Spartans dominated
the game winning 67-50.

"Offensively, he is playing as good as just 38 percent from the field and 36 peranybody," Tarkanian said. "Courtney cent from the free throw line in that
has been playing his best ball since the game. The Frogs also held SJSU’s scorinjury in January."
ing leader Billy Landram to three points
Alexander suffered a stress fracture in the contest.
in his left foot in January. Now he is
In the rematch at TCU on Feb. 12, the
leading the nation in scoring with 25 Spartans were defeated 78-73 after
points per game.
squandering a 19-point second half lead.
With the win at UTEP Saturday, the
SJSU head coach Steve Barnes said
San Jose State University men’s basket- his team failed to continue to attack
ball team earned the fifth seed in the TCU, and overall, the players dropped
WAC tournament. It was the highest their aggressiveness on both sides of the
seed for the Spartans in the post season court.
"Our biggest problem is that we didn’t
play 40 minutes against them," Barnes
"Defensively, we weren’t as physi"If we could do some- said.
cal as we were in the first half We basithing against TCU and cally backed off."
Even with a series of victories in the
then something with
WAC tournament, the Spartans chances
of playing during March Madness is
Tulsa, then we’ll worry quite
slim. However, Barnes said his
is focusing on its next game and
about getting a call." team
not about the future.
"We’re only worrying about one game
at a time," he said. "If we could do something against TCU and then something
Steve Barnes
SJSU men’s with Tulsa, then we’ll worry about getbasketball coach ting a call."
One player who will surely give the
Frogs all they can handle is senior R.J.
Powell, who was selected to the all-WAC
defensive team.
Barnes said Powell was one of toughtourney since becoming a member of the est and most aggressive players he has
ever coached because he comes to play
WAC in the 1996-97 season.
In a field of eight teams, the Spartans every night.
"I respect him for his toughness and
will play fourth seeded TCU at noon on
Thursday, for what Horned Frogs head his will to win," Barnes said. "You can’t
coach Billy Tubbs called "the toughest replace a guy like R.J. Powell. A guy like
game" on the first day of the tourna- him only comes around once in awhile."
SJSU finished the regular season
ment.
"The No. 4 and No. 5 seeds are most with a 15-14 overall record, and 6-8 in
the WAC. TCU was 17-13 overall, 8-6 in
equally matched," Tubbs said.
Although the Spartans lost to the the WAC.
Frogs twice during the regular season,
Women’s Basketball
SJSU led by double-digits in both conIn the women’s field of the WAC tourtests.
nament, SMU and Hawai’i are the top
In their first WAC game ot the season two seeds. Both squads boast two playon Jan. 13, the Spartans lost to TCU 69- ers on
the all-WAC first team, and both
60 at the SJSU Event Center. SJSU shot have 19
wins overall. SMU however,
won the conference regular season
championship with a record of 12-2, and
with the No. 1 seed will face No. 8 San
Jose State at noon Wednesday at Selland
Arena in Fresno.
The Spartans were on a one-game win
streak, before losing to Fresno State on
March 2 in their last game of the regular
season.
On Feb. 29, the Spartans ended a 28game WAC losing streak by defeating
UTEP at home, 73-68. One loss that
added to its conference streak this season was to SMU, which defeated SJSU
by an average margin of 33 points.
SJSU head coach Janice Richard was
hopeful that her team would pull an
upset in the first round of the WAC tournament.
In order to top SMU, the Spartans
must find a way to put the clamp on
senior Karlin Kennedy.
The 6-foot-l -inch Mustang forward
was named WAC co-player of the year
with Hawai’i’s Raylene Howard.
Kennedy ranks among the WAC leaders
in five statistical categories, including
scoring (15.2) and rebounding (7.6).
SJSU finished the regular season
with 3-21 record overall, 1-13 in the
Sebastian Widmann / Spartan Daily
WAC.

Gonzaga downs Waves, heads back to NCAA dance
OK
SANTA CLARA (AP)
basketball fans. Repeat slowly:
"Gone-ZAG-u h."
For the second straight year.
Gonzaga will be befuddling
announcers and perhaps again
tormenting much bigger schools in
the NCAA tournament. Last season the Zags came within one win
of the Final Four, and gave the
nation a pronunciation lesson.
Casey Calvary scored 28 points
as Gonzaga captured an automatic NCAA tournament berth by
defeating Pepperdine 69-65 in
overtime late Monday night in the
West Coast Conference championship game.
Gonzaga became the darling of
last year’s NCAA tournament by
defeating Minnesota, Stanford
and Florida before losing by five
points to eventual champion
Connecticut in a regional final.
The Zags spent much of their
time during that tournament trying to educate all corners that
their school name is not pronounced "Gon-ZAH-guh."
"People will never quite figure
out how to pronounce it, and that’s
fine with us," Calvary said. ’We
play better when we’re the underdog."
Ryan Floyd added 14 points
and Richie Frahm had seven of his
12 points in overtime as Gonzaga

(24-8) won the conference tournament for the second straight season.
"This will be the first night that
I’ll actually sleep for eight hours.
When the buzzer sounded I felt a
huge barbell lifted off my shoulders that’s been there since Oct.
15," said Mark Few, Gonzaga’s
first-year coach.Craig Lewis had
17 points for Pepperdine (24-8),
which won the WCC’s regular-season title and hopes for an at-large
bid to the NCAA tournament.
Archie added 12 points for the

Waves.
Gonzaga, a private Jesuit
school of 4,800 students in
Spokane, Wash., was famous mostly for alums Bing Crosby and John
Stockton until last year. Its greatest sporting achievement had
been sharing the 1950 NCAA box-
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District 6 candidate Kris Cunningham checks the progress of her
election online Tuesday at her Willow Glen house. I-ler opposition is

Ken Yeager, a SJSU proffesor, and Jim Spence. Cunningham said it
cost $67,000, all donated, to finance her campaign

Yeager
continued from page)

Yeager mainly because of his
stance on preserving neighborhoods but also because of
Yeager’s personality.
"Ken to me is kind of laid
back," he said. "He’s very
approachable. He has an idea of
what he wants and how to do it. I
see a guy who has the passion to
serve San Jose.
"Ken is much more liberal
than I am, but those big
grandiose issues are not what
politics are about of the city
level."
Ford Miller, who lives outside
of District 6, was also not one of
Yeager’s typical campaign volunteers.
"I’m a Republican. Don’t tell
anyone I’m here," he joked.
"I like the way he expressed
him," Miller said. "He spoke like
an honest, truthful person, and
we need honest, truthful people
in government. Believe me."
Yeager had said his sexual orientation has not been an issue so
far this election and hadn’t
expected it to be. In 1996, when
he ran for the state assembly, his
sexual orientation came under
attack.
Yeager ran for the seat against
Bill Chew, Mike Borquez, Kris
Cunningham, Dan Lopez and
Jirn Spence. Frank Fiscalini, the

current District 6 councilman,
can not run again due to term
limits.
As of 11:30 p.m., Jim Spence
had received 17.1 percent of the
vote, Chew had received 4.2 percent, Borquez had 4.4 percent,
and Lopez received 3.2 percent.
Some the issues that Yeager’s
campaign is focusing on include
traffic, improving education and
making sure that neighborhoods
include city parks.
Yeager, who moved to San Jose
in 1971, is no stranger to working
in the community.
He is president of the Rose
Neighborhood
Garden
Preservation Association and
holds a chair on the Guadalupe
River Parks and Gardens
Committee. He has also been vice
president of the San Jose
Community College Board of
Trustees and Chair of the Airport
Curfew Monitoring Committee.
He has also worked for prominent politicians on the county
and federal level.
Yeager was press secretary for
Congressman Don Edwards from
1983 to 1985 and worked as
Edward’s campaign manager in
the 1982, 1984 and 1986 elections.
He was also an assistant to
Susie Wilson from 1979 to 1982
when Wilson was a Santa Clara
Country Supervisor.
He was also an assistant to
Santa Clara County Supervisor
Rod Diridon from 1978 to 1979.

Results went as expected
Cunningham satisfied with run-off against SJSU’s Yeager
kwing
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Kris Cunningham found no
surprise in city (’lain ii I )1-I rid 6
primary ,Ivet all return- iliat
found her trailing kiln
with nearly half ofilg-i rn I.report
ing.
"It is turning old like I ilmticht
it

would,"

Cunnowli:oo

I
"With six candidates
will be very surprised it it is not a
run-off"
The crowd of supporter: :iit Ii
ered at Cunninghwii*, liii
anxious but hopi.li I
Several of Cunningh.iiii
porters, including her t
unable to handle the
drove to Campaign Celli ri I,
ed at the Count.it,mrd if
hi get ow
Supervisor’s (
latest news.
Among the supporters remaining at her home was Linda
LeZotte, District 1 City Council
member.
"I was on the planning commis-

sion, and for six years I saw her
(Cunningham) come before the
committee as a member and later
as president of the Willow Glen
Neighborhood
Association,"
LeZotte said. "I was impressed by
her grasp MI everything and the
hid t that she cares. Even though I
have known Ken Yeager or years,
I think she is a better candolitte."
kit It Ramirez. legislative
assistant to Vice 1\ layiir Frank
Fi:calini from District 6, was an
ail iv,
volunteer
for
Cunningham.
She has always been involved
wit h t
neighborhoods," Ramirez
said "It was an easy decision for
Frank Fiscalmi and I to support
fur.’’
"A lot of the %,olunteers working
en my ampaign are from District
6, and tlmy all Coll
to having
worked with mi..- Cunningham
said.
She kicked off her City Council
campaign on Aug. 14 at the
encouragement of others who

asked her to step up after
Mayor Frank Fiscalini’s term was
up.
"She’s always been a person
that you can access," said Arlene
Herrick. a longtime friend and former neighbor of Cunningham.
"She is always willing tie open a
door cud listen, and I think the
neighborhood needs that
Several of Cunningham’s supporters gathereel at her house said
they were impressed with her
energy, dedication, willingness to
"get down and do the dirty work"
and sincerity.
During
the
campaign,
Cunningham stressed her priorities were: getting citizens involved
with decision -making processes;
ensuring sound planning in land
use, development and growth decisions; and preserving and improving the quality of life through traffic improvements, affordable housing and police and fire protection,
according to her Web site.
"I enjoy working with people
and I believe in bringing people
CC

into the proces, r.arly MI because
as long as they ,te
heard,
there can be great ,,,,,perat ion and
It rip it ion, Ciinimigham said.
Ctinninghatil v, as born and
raised in San Jose and graduated
with honors from San .Iiisi State
University iii 1972 with ii bachelor’s degree in polit ical science.
She has been i member of’ the
Willow
ellen
Neighborhood
Association Mr 20 years. For six of
those years, she was president.
Cunningham is on the Bond
Oversight Committee for San Jose
Unified School District and has
served on a number of committees
for flit’ school district over the
Yen’s’
"She.’ attends more meetings in
a week than the City Council
members do," said Helen Solinski,
a boardmember of the Willow Glen
Neighborhood Association.
As the evening wound to a close
on Tuesday, conningham and her
supporters stood with tired eyes
glued to a computer screen and
television set with hope.
1
Sebastian Widmann / Spartan Daily

Jim Spence (left) and his campaign manager Victor Ajlouny try to find
out the absentee ballot count on the phone Tuesday at Spence’s house.

Spence comes up short
20 Paid
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Marcus R. Fuller

established leader in the field of combindwrial chemistry with a powerful
portfolio of technologies that enable the efficient synthesis, screening and optimization of vast
numbers of potential new drug compounds Anymax technologies are designed with
the goal of producing medically important new drugs more efficiently, cost effectively and
reproducibly than by conventional methods,
This summer, be a part of the Affymax team.

We have locations in Santa Clara and Palo Alto.

Current Internships are available in the following groups

No 401 (k).
No profit sharing.
No stock options.
Yet, you won’t
find better
benefits anywhere.
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PEACE CORPS

For more information, join us today and tomorrow:
March 8 at 12:30 pm, SJSU Student Union
March 9 at 7:30 pm, International House,
360 S. 11th St.
www.peaottoorps.gov 1-800-424-8.,
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In the primary race for the
San Jose City Council seat in
District 6, Jim Spence fought an
uphill battle against giants and
came up short, according to preliminary results.
District 6 includes the Willow
Glen and Rose Garden areas.
Although the final results
were not available at press time,
Ken Yeager was leading with
39.5 percent of the vote, followed
by Kris Cunningham with 31.7
percent. Spence was well behind
at the third spot with 17.3 percent.
Al! of these numbers came
with 30 of 64 precincts reporting.
The opponents ahead of
Spence in the polls, Cunningham
and Yeager, both received support from the likes of Mayor Ron
Gonzales and Frank Fiscalini
the current District 6 councilman who is in his last term.
According to Spence’s campaign consultant, Victor Ajlouny,
everyone remained optimistic
even though it was difficult to
persuade people to vote for a new
candidate.
"People tend to go with the
familiar candidate," he said. "But
with someone new, there’s
always a possibility they can
change."
When the fund-raising campaign for the city council seat
began on Sept. 9, there were only
three
candidate’s
Cunningham, Yeager and Mike

Borquez -- who had tiled to Mimi
fund raising committees.
It wasn’t until two weeks
before the deadline for filing that
Spence entered his name into the
race for San Jose City Council.
Spence said the reason for the
delay was that he wanted to
make sure he was ready to campaign.
"I had thought about it two
years earlier, but I didn’t think
deep enough," Spence said. "By
the time I made my decision,
there was still a lot of signatures
and paperwork to be done."
The other two candidates for
District 6, Dan Lopez and Bill
Chew, also entered their names
late in the race.
Although he has had significantly less time to campaign
than some of the other candidates, Spence received a considerable amount of support from
the community.
"I had a terrific experience
going door to door and talking
with people," Spence said. "I
went to several thousand doors
and everyone seemed like they
wanted to be informed."
One reason Spence was able
to gain local support stemmed
from his strong community ties
from spending his entire life living and working in District 6.
"I’ve known Jim for over 18
years and he’s the most ethical
person I’ve ever come in contact
with. I know that if he was elected to the City Council he would
do the right thing," said Willow
Glen resident Bruce Stine.

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee knotted. The
classified cokimns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
PT/FT PAID INTERN Parking
Free! Close to SJSU. 15-40
hrs/wk, flex hours. Need PC
skills. 35+ wpm. HR or high-tech
experience a plus. Fax resume
to: Cindy (408)298.9701

FAX: 408-924-3282

GRAPHIC ARTIST position avalable.
Must be enrolled in SJSU School
of Art. Must be familiar with PhotoShop, Illustrator & QuarkXPress.
20 hrs/wit. 32 his/summer. Work
study position only. Contact
Student Union Admin. Office 924-6310.
RETAIL - TRUDYS BRIDES
No expenence necessary we train.
PT flexible evening & weekend
hours: a range of retail opportunities
for outgoing energetic students.
Depending on your skills and
personality we have openings
for stock clerks with a base pay
of $8.00/hr. or bridal sales consultants with average wages of
$20.00/hr. (Incl. base pay
commissions). Apply in person,
Mon.-Thur., 10am to 5pm. We
are located in the Pruneyard
Shopping Center in Campbell.

THERAPIST POSITION to work
with Autistic children. Must be
within 12 mos. from a BA in Psych
or related field. Various locations. 1
yr commitment. Ph: 408/280.1112 CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
Fax: 408/280-1113.
Code 71SPD. Part-Time approx.
10am to 2pm. No Weekends. No
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY Sales Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr
Now hiring for part time positions. to start. Provide member & teller
We offer:
services. Requires HS Diploma or
Flexible schedules. day or evening, equivalent. 6 mos. teller experia great environment with
ence, good communication & PC
excellent benefits.
skills. We offer generous compenNO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
sation & benefits including medical.
We have our own training program!! dental, vision, special employee
We are looking for neat, bright, & loans and opportunities for tuition
eriamtic fleople in the folcsving areas: assistance. Qualified candidates
Food Server (20 or older please). should fax or send resume to
Hostess, Busser. & Kitchen Help. 1Mlnstarone.org or fax to 408-756Apply in person
2565. STAR ONE FCU, HR Dept.
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
P.O.Bck 3643, Sumyvale, CA 94088.
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
3643. %rase include yld code.
WEB INTERNSHIP FOR CS MAJOR
Senior standing. HTML required.
Familiarity w/SQL, Databases.
JavaScript a plus. Contact Ramona
@ 510-226-2051.

CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts. food runners, bussers, and
servers. We’re always accepting
applications. Please apply in
person Monday -Thurday, 2- 5pm.
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.

UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
hours. No expenence necessary.
Close to SJSU. People skills a
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
offered through June. Call Central SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC.
YMCA (408) 298-171704 or visit
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
1717 The Alameda. San Jose.
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many
Valet Parldng Attendants Needed Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
Local valet company in search of apply in person, 7arn to 7pm, 7 days
enthusiastic and hardworking
a week. 5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
weekends available. We will work Monday through Friday. good
around school schedule. Lots of schedules. Your vehicle with clean
fun & earn between $8 . $15/hour. DMV & acceptable insurance
Call (408) 867 7275.
coverage. If you like money.
independence & being around
RECEPTIONIST
interesting people, call Gold Rush
We are looking for a part time
Express. 408-292.7300. or visit
receptionist, mornings, weekends. us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
Call 3634182.
Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy.
For ’hustlers" the pay & benefits
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that can be surprisingly good.
want to have fun working for the
YMCA w/school age children. Good
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
pay. flexible hours, good benefits.
to get ES PAID $S
Call 408.257-7160 ext. 18.
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
NOW HIRING Field Attendants
Natural. Guaranteed.
Campbell Recreation 408.866-2741
Call (40817935256
Flexible. mostly weekends. 510/hr.
BEH/ED TUTORS to work with
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS children with Autism. Majors:
wanted. Fun environment, close to Psy, Soc, Child Des, Sp Ed, Ed. No
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex experience required. Flexible hours.
Competitive pay 408218-5208
hours. Central YMCA 298-171704

JR/SR MECHANICAL Engineering
Student Wanted. P/T. to assist
busy consulting firm near
campus. Good opportunity to learn
on the job. Be energetic with a
"can do" attitude. Computer skills
EXEC DIR. NON-PROFIT AGENCY. required. Have transportation. Call
SECURITY
Adult Day Care. Funding & Mgmt 408/282,1500 for more info.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Exp. BA/BS. EOE. 408.971-9363.
We will train you. Student Friendly.
RESTAURANT-Scotts Seafood, Si F/T. P/T. Weekdays & Weekends.
CHILDREN’S THEATER Workshop Fine dining now hiring:
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
Needs Leaders - we train. 1-10
Host/Hostess
Flexible Schedule.
hours week. Reliable transportation
408-247 482
Bartender
needed. Good Pay. Must have
Pantry Cook
expenence working with children.
Apply 185 Park Avenue. Si,
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
Call Carol 408/629-9721.
or FAX resume 408-971-1719.
We are looking for students to
teach driving full/part time
ADMIN ASSIST - Small consulting PART-TIME TELLERS WANTED
Will train. Must be 21. $10.00
services co. in Downtown Si
Part-time positions available at
to start. Call 363-4182.
seeks a F/T person w/xInt phone
our SJSU location. Call Mike.
skills, PC skills. admin expen
271-8945, fax 295.7426.
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
ence. HR or high-tech background
needs insturctors. part or full time
a plus. Fax resume to: Cindy COPY/TECH WRITER 810 hrs/wk. in car or classroom. Good Pay.
(408)298-9701.
Mon-Fri. Write and edit copy for Company car. Over 18. HS Grad.
brochures, reports. newsletters. Moral character. 408-971-7557
P/T POSITIONS AVAIL TO TUTOR Must have demonstrated writing,
Children, ages 3-8, w/autism. Will editing skills and be computer PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors:
Train. $12/hr. 408-937-9580.
literate. Work Study position only. HOPE Rehabilitation Services.
Contact Student Union Admin. a non profit agency which offers a
PROGRAM DIR. Adult Day Care office or call 924 6310
variety of quality services for IndiManage Rec Prgm for frail
viduals who have developmental
seniors. BA/BS. EOE. 408-971.- GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP disabilities, has part & full time
9363.
needed for small. exclusive shop employment opportunities.
and kennel. PT. Tues.Sat. Must be
If you are interested in living
CLERICAL PERSON, PART-TIME reliable, honest, able lode physica with a developmentally disabled
Microsoft, Excel & general office work. Prefer exp working w/dogs. individual in exchange for rent; or
work, etc. For more info call Kevin but will train. Great oppty for dog assisting someone during the
Crowley, 408-267-1665.
lover! $6.50 hr. Can FAX resume to week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping ($10/hrt call
408/3770109 or Call 371.9115.
Shannon at 408/282-0410.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
STUDENT WANTED, P/T, to assist VALET PARKERS Part-time.
If you would like information
busy consulting firm near evenings & weekends in Los about the FT, benefited positions
campus. Good opportunity to Gatos and Saratoga. Must be of job coach and instructor (day
learn on the job. Be energetic with neat in appearance with good activity. work activity or senior
a can do" attitude. Computer customer service skills. Must be center program) or PT substitute
Skills required. Have transporta- able to drive a 5 speed and have positions in various programs
tion. Call 408/282-1500 for more a valid CDL. Immediate opening & ($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
info.
flexible schedules available. Earn 408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
NOT A LOT OF MONEY?
1-925.2101232. Golden Gate Valet around a student schedule for the
PT work & are located close to
Not a lot of time?
SJSU. FT positions come with
Maybe I can help.
For Part-Time and
excellent benefits. This is a good
Call Deven @ 408/260.7599
Full-Time Positions, call
opportunity to get practical experiHALLMARK PERSONNEL
ence in the field & work with a
Fast placement. no fees
OFRCE/CLERK P/T mornings pref.
Need good phone & comp skills. Office jobs in local companies great group of clients & staff. All
majors welcome.
$8.50/hr. Call 408-9990990
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
RESTAURANT- Work when YOU
San Jose to San Mateo
programs. Need reliable car &
Phone: (650) 325-1133
want! Were looking for cashiers.
exper. wrtuds. Excellent pay! Will
Fax: (650) 325-3639
cooks. party servers and more.
F/T & P/T Temp or Perm.
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com train. Mad Science 408/262-5437
Great Pay @ CULI-SERVICES
NO FEE CALL NOW
732-2114 yosw.culisfbay.com
RECEPTIONIST
SAN JOSE SYMPHONY
8:30 1:00. M-F, $7/hr.
Call Kristin 287.7383)(239.
WILLOW STREET PIZZA’ Hiring
Delivery Drivers and Servers for
Los Gatos, West Gate & Willow
Glen. Great pay & benefits. Call
408.3545566

RECEPTIONIST for upscale
Saratoga spa. Heavy phones
& scheduling, some retail. Exceptional customer service skills and
a commitment to excellence
required. Competitive pay & benefits. PT/FT Harmonie European
Day Spa. Fax (408) 741.4901
www.eharmonie.com

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when rnaldng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
easefully investigate al firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
%nations or merchandise.

SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(8-25hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordinator latrtsk middle school), data
entry and admin support. Bilingual
Spanish a plus. Salary $8. $12 an
hour. Resume and cover letter to
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave..
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
personnel@girtscoutsofscc.org or
Fax (408)287-8025. AA/EOE

EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races.
Ages 21.30. Compensation $5.000.
OPTIONS National Fertility Registry.
1.800-886-9373
www.fertilityoptions.com

EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bngre Honzons, we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with (WORM’S
EMPLOYMENT
leaders at our state of the art
facilities where children as well as
Education/Schools careers flourish. Call Toll Free
877-336-3596.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY www.brighthorizons.com
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T & TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
P/T positions available. Substitute P/T Instructors Elem. Schools.
positions are also available that Degree / Credential NOT Required.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are Opportunity for teaching exp. Need
required for teacher positions but Car. VM: (408)287.4170 ext. 408.
not required for Aide positions. Ea/SAE
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
Cathy for interview at 2441968 or NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
fax resume to 248-7350.
Join the team at Small World
Schools and get great experience
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS working with kids ages 5 12.
Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
Elementary School Age Recreation competitive pay, benefits for FT.
prog. P/T hrs. 2.6pm, M.F. A few excellent training, and a fun work
positions avail operas 7am-11am. environment. F T and PT availtint salary. no ECE units req. able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21.
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
& LOVE CHILDREN??
offers positions for:
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
Dkectors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
substitute positions as
FT & PT opportunities available
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
working with infant/toddler,
at After School Programs,
preschool & school age children.
Day Care Centers, Etc.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
(4081866.8550
salary, excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
WORD PROCESSING
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos, PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Campbell. Saratoga, Cupertino, Theses, Term Papers. Resumes.
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
Grow Projects, etc.
call (40813719900 or
All formats, specializing in APA.
faresumes to (408) 371-7685
Micro/mini tape transcription. Fax.
e-mail: jandersoralcdicdc.org
Experienced, dependable.
For more info about CDI/CDC &
quick return.
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
Jobline @ 1-1388-9-CDICDC EOE

COLLEGE ACHIEVERS!
Nat’l. mktg. Co. interviewing ambi
tious individuals who are looking
for a peopleonented career. Need
4 sharp people to help direct local
expansion. Business & Liberal
Arts Majors encouraged to apply.
Exceptional income potential. Call
408-260-8200 to be considered.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
ONE WORLD Montessori School
INSURANCE
informatron. Call 202-452-5901.
is looking for an assistant to our
infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE
EGG DONORS NEEDED
Make a dream come true be an units. Full-time M.F. 8:30-5:30.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
egg donor. All Et/incites Welcome. Contact Lisa 723-5140
Free Auto Registration
Ages 21-30. Excellent Health.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
Instant S.R. Filing
Generous Compensation.
K-8 school seeks responsible
Convenient SF Clinic.
Good Student Discount
International Drivers Welcome
1.8007342015 or pfpc@pfmc.com individuals for extended daycare,
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
No Dnver Refused
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
required. Previous experience with
Lowest Down Payment
children preferred. Please call
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
Lowest Monthly Payment
244-1968s 16
hiring part-time Minds & or Thurs.
As Low as $25 Monthly
email: pnninsur@aol.com
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Free movies. Apply in person DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS.
Call Now 408-371-4316
3630 Hillcap Ave San ince.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
BEST RATES ON
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, S.I AREA with children? The YMCA of Santa
AUTO INSURANCE
Clerical, Technical. Full Time Clara Valley is now hiring
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
Call Minh 408/942-8866 or email Preschool Teachers & After-School
Recreation Leaders for our Child
resurnes@hroroonline.com
454’s
Care Centers throughout San Jose,
Accidents
Cancelled
NEED 3 PEOPLE Full & Part Time Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
Flex hours. 18.. Like to work with Saratoga. Campbell. Evergreen,
Tickets
teens. We train. South county. Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & partD.U.I.
Can now 408-7799190.
time positions avail. Hours flexible
SR. Filing
around school. Fun staff teams,
Good Student Discount
Call us now
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time great experience in working with
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly children, career advancement,
408-244-9100
Sam - 8pm Mon Sat
bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5 and good training opportunities.
ALL COVERAGE INSURANCE
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail. Tedder, require minimum 6 units in
Media Promotions 408-494-0200. ECE. Educ. Rec, Psych. Soc. Phys
hafgee@aol.com
Ed &/or other related fields. Please
call Beth Profio at 408-291.8894
AUTO INSURANCE
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
for information & locations or fax
PART TIME WORK w/flex hours
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
your resume to 408.2980143.
Special Student Programs
IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
Internships possible
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Al) majors may apply
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
Scholarships awarded annually Preschool & School Age Asst. "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
Some conditions apply
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
PT & FT with excellent benefits
’Good Students’ ’Educators’
Start at 13.25 base ,
Call 370-1877 x 29.
Gain valuable expenence in
’Engineers" ’Scientists"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
customer service and sales
No experience necessary
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
FREE QUOTE
& Regular Class $8.60-$11.52 hr.
NO HASSLE
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
Saratoga School Distnct.
NO OBLIGATION
Cal 867.3424x504 for application
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
CALL 6151500 llam 4pm
& information. Immediate Need.
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

RENTAL HOUSING

HEALTH/BEAUTY

OPPORTUNMES

MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
VERSATILE ROCK DRUMMER Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
NEEDED. No drugs. Age 21-30.
or using chemicals. Let us
Senous project. Fresh rikkleM hand
permanently remove your
rock w/groove. 408-946-7471.
unwanted hair. Back- Chest - Lip
Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First amt. 1/2 price if
SERVICES
made before 5/31/00.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
*INCOME TAX PREPARATION
Student Rates. Next to Campus. 621 E. Campbell Ave. 417, Cnti.
(408) 379-3500.
Call Deborah at 408-910-9490.
dryservices@aol.com/evng/wknd
CONFIDENTIAL
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
WRITING HELP:
FOR WOMEN
Highest quality writing, editing,
Includes pregnancy testing,
ghostwriting. Essays, application
HIV
testing,
pap smear testing.
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
emergency contraception.
STD screening, physical exams,
(510)601-9554 or
email bolick@pacbell.net
birth control pills. Depo-Provera
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
shots, condoms. etc.
ABSOWTELY
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
CONFIDENTIAL & FREE.
Available 7 days a week by
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All appointment. Ask for Dr Nunez.
408-942-0980
levels welcome: Beginning.
www.NunezMD.com
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk. Call
Bill at 408.298-6124.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
YOUR PERSONALITY
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
Mow why? Call for your free
personality test. The Scientologv
Testing Center 800.293-6463

TRAVEL

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between

words.

JJJEJLILICILIJULLIEJLIIJUJUILIUJULJULLIILIUJLI

,

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Three
Four
One
Two
Days
Days
Days
Day
$7
$9
$11
$5
3 lines

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS’
20 . consecutive issues receive 10% off.
issues receive 20% off
consecutive
40 50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff iS faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces.
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Please check

Address

one classification:

CeyS State

Lost and Found’
Announcements
_Campus Clubs
__Greek Messages
Events
_Volunteers
For Sale
_Autos For Sale
_ Electronics
_Wanted
_Employment
Opportunities

peen.
Send check money order to: (No Credit Cards
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Accepted)

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m. two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid IN No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

./

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thnlls
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community

Goldin West Student Daniel Plan
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs.
For info Call 1-800-655-3225.

Daily
ROSSWORD

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
28
32
35
37
38
39
41
42
45
46
47
48

58
61
62
63
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

Name

www.S.ISPIRIT.org
Spirituality. Ritual, Community,
Meditation, Pastoral Counsel.

BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE $55
Europe $239 (o/w + taxes)
FOR SALE
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
Hawaii $129 )o/w)
Mexico/Carib $209 (r/t + taxes) CD/CDftOM DUPUCATION 990 ea
Hi-Speed cassette copies $2 ea.
Call: 800-834-9192
wvisv.4cheapair.com
100 VHS T30 $3.75ea. 2864033.

50
54

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES _FOR N..ATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

TUTORS

APARTMENT FOR RENT - Month TUTORING AVAILABLEI FREE
to Month, 2 bedroom/2 bath, on Introductory Session, All math
11th St. near William. $1195/mo & sciences. 510-979-9866
+ $800 deposit. By appt. only.
408-295-5256.

ACROSS
Coffee -break treat
Wild horse
Undercover cop
Not at home
Virginia’s Caverns
Chocolate
cookie
Disparaging
remark
Charged atom
Type of fide
"- the thought!"
Certain agent
Pile
Call forth
Verdi opera
Weaken
Thicken, as
pudding
Inquire
Llama’s relative
Before, to a poet
Venice’s
country
Greek letter
Hits
Actor Brynner
Benefit
Lake in
Nevada
Place for
valuables
Peak
Watering
places
Ladylike
Corn unit
Mayberry
boy
Hiawatha’s
conveyance
Extreme
Bar liquors
Vestibule
Entertainer
Bnckell
"Scram. Tabby!"
Takes a nap
Profound

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM@ MOM MOM
OMM RUM BONN
OMMO MUMUMOOM
MMUOMO
OMMN
MOM MUM
MODEM UMWOMOM
MOM MOWN MOMM
OMM
MMM
UM
MEM NMON OMMO
MMOMOM UOMMUN
MINN MOO
IMMO
MMOMMO
MOMMUM WOMB
MOM OMM MEMO
MUM NOM MOWN
C1509UratedFearemSyreicate
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
27
29
30
31
32
33

DOWN
Grates
Baby bird
Dern or
Leighton
Melodious
Dull
Race
Bay window
One of the
Judds
Diogenes, e g
Unceasing
Zone
Bring up
Ape
Take to the
slopes
Window part
Toward
sunrise
Platform
Texas city
Reverberate
Pour
Witticism
Columnist
Bombeck

34 Jacob’s first
wife
36 Actress Francis
37 "Clan of the
Cave Bear’
heroine
40 Sumptuous
43 Most
comfortable
44 Avid
46 Like Fidel
49 Ally’s
opposite
51 More
agreeable
52 Silly
53 Backpackers’
shelters
55 Like some
remarks
56 Scary
57 Nap
58 Mists
59 Hero’s tale
60 Girl in "Dracula"
61 Locks’
companions
64 Morsel

EMEE MEM NENE
MEMM NUNN NENE
NENE MENNE MMEN
MENEEN MEMMENEN
NUNN MENNEN
MEME
MENEM
NENE MEM NENE=
ENE
MENNE
MEE
MENNEN MEN MN=
MEE=
MEM
MEENEN MOM
EMMEN= MENNE.
NENE MENNE ’MEE
MINN MINN= &ENE
ENNE MENEM MEEE

Turnout
matched
gray skies
Donna Carmichael
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Gray skies that turned into
heavy rain during the late afternoon commute may have put a
damper on California’s projected
heavy voter turnout Tuesday.
A Field Poll released Tuesday
morning, estimated approximately 7.3 million residents, or 34.9
percent of eligible citizens in the
voting age population would cast
votes in their precincts, or vote by
absentee ballot. The estimate was
considered to be a record for primary voting in the Golden State.
But the picture at polling stations throughout much of San
Jose on Super Tuesday looked a
little different by midafternoon,
where voter turnout was light to
moderate at best.
Precinct
Inspector
Bob
Diamond at First Immanuel
Lutheran Church on Third Street
near San Jose State University.
said his precinct was split this
year, with half the voters designated to the polling station across

the street at the Villa Nueva
YWCA.
"The turnout has been very
light over here. Everyone who
previously voted at this site, now
has to trek across the street.
Diamond’s colleague John
Root, a precinct inspector at Villa
Nueva, said there was no reason
to split the precinct up.
"What a mess," he said.
Diamond characterized the
voters at precinct 1356 as "SJSU
students, Asian immigrants and
everything in between."
He said reports of heavy morning turnouts in affluent communities in the county, such as Los
Gatos, are a function of demographics.
"Affluent whites vote," he said.
One Los Gatos voter, Alice
Hansen, braved the weather and
commute traffic to run an errand
for her daughter a teacher
who hadn’t done her homework.
’My daughter has been voting
since she was 18. She’s 29 now,
and I have never seen her fired
up like this over an election," said

Volunteer Amy Shiozaki, far right, waits for election results from
local precincts to come in at the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors chambers Tuesday evening. The volunteers, most of
Other polling stations in San
Hansen. "But she didn’t hear
from the Registrar of Voters and Jose, located in the high-tech zone
has no idea where to vote, or even off North First Street, such as
if she is on the voting list, that’s Fire Station 29 at Innovation and
why I came over here," she added. Zanker Drive, reported moderate,
Hansen said the crowds at her but steady, voting throughout the
neighborhood
center
early day.
At? p.m., Julia Baugh, an elecTuesday morning, were bigger
than she can remember them in tion official at the Fire Station,
said 170 voters of the 680 regisyears.
"It was just packed," she said. tered in her precinct had stopped
"It seems like we may be coming by to do their civic duty.
"That’s about typical," she
out of a long period of voter apasaid.
thy."

/111 Toyoshiba / Special to the Daily
whom are county government employees, had already posted the
absentee ballot results.
By 10:30 p.m., Santa Clara
County’s Registrar of Voters was
finding the same trend, as 25 percent of the ballots were counted.
"It looks like we’ve got the kind
of turnout seen in other primaries, said Kathryn Ferguson of
the Registrar of Voters.
"I don’t think the turnout is up
over 40 percent. And the results
are spotty," she added. "Some
areas of the county voted heavy,
and other areas are very light."
Hilda Garcia, a 23 -year-old

working the night shift at a
Texaco Station near the Registrar
of Voters, said she looks forward
to the day when she can make her
vote count and her voice heard.
Garcia, a native of Mexico, has
lived in California since the age of
two, but cannot vote.
"I got my residency when I
turned 18, maybe I’ll be able to
vote in the next election," she
said.
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CYPRESS
Some say relentless...
We like to think of it as keeping our winning edge.

Graniterock.

MATERIAL SUPPLIER I ENGINEERING CONTRACTOR UCENSE *22
That’s right,
at Cypress we don’t settle for second best. We expect the best,
but in return, we give the best. That’s why we’re rapidly climbing in the market we serve and aggressively approaching a billion
dollars in revenues. It’s all about less bureaucracy and empowering our people with the freedom to push the limits of high tech.
That’s how we do things. And it works!
If you’re pursuing a career as a

come see us at the Job Fair March 9,2000
Granite Rock is a leading construction material supplier and heavy civil
engineering construction contractor in the San Francisco and Monterey
Bay areas. Our 100 year commitment to quality excellence and customer
satisfaction has earned us the nation’s top business award, the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award and the distinction of being listed as
one of Fortune Magazine’s "100 Best Companies to Work For in America"

Design, Product, or Test Engineer
CAD Engineer or Process Engineer
Product Marketing or Applications Engineer
Financial Analyst or Marketing

We are seeking new graduates and interns
for the following positions:

then stop by the Cypress booth at the San Jose Career Expo.
Our Technical managers will be on hand to discuss why Cypress
continues to enjoy its leadership position, and to fill you in on
how you can become a part of the Cypress success story.

Materials Testing Engineer (aggregate, asphalt, concrete)
Project Engineer (Heavy Civil Engineering)
Sales Associates

This is YOUR chance to network with some of the
best technologists in the Valley.

Various quarry support positions

For additional information on Cypress and Our opportunities, check us
out on the web at:
VVWVV.CYPRESS.COM/JOBS

For more information, contact Barbara Kimbak, Human Resource Service, (831)768-2061
or by e-mail: bkimballOgraniterock.corn Check out our website!
www.graniterockoom

Join a Winning Team!
Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Department
is accepting applications for:
ENTRY-LEVEL

SHERIFF’S DISPATCHER I

DEPUTY SHERIFF

$3422 - $3593- $ 3737 MONTHLY

Assignments:
Investigation
Narcotics
Canine Patrol

Courts/Coroner
Detention
0 County Patrol
SWAT.
Contact Cites
Marine Patrol
Helicopter Patrol

Individuals hired will receive intensive training during the initial
12 months probationary period are expected to qualify for
advancement to the next higher class of Sheriff’s Dispatcher II.
No prior exp. required. Reqs valid CDL, possession of HS diploma, GEL) equiv or HS proficiency certificate, ability to pass thorough background investigation and accurately type 35 wpm.

Requirements:
At least 20 1/2 years of age
High school graduate or GED
No felony convictions
Excellent verbal and written communication skills
Physically fit, with good vision and hearing
Good work record
Excellent benefits, promotional opportunities, variety of assignments. 5-step pay range $4053 to $4926/mo.

This is a non -sworn uniformed position for which a $675 yearly
uniform allowance is provided. The facility operates on a 7 -day,
24 -hour schedule and maintains three 8 -hour shifts daily.
Weekend, holiday and overtime work is required.
Obtain application & info in person, by mail or phone from:
Contra Costa County HR Department

651 Pine Si. 2nd Floor Martinez, CA 94553

925-335-1701

or

*While attending the Academy Recruits receive approx $2880/mo Contra Costa County Sheriff Recruiting Office

TESTING CONTINUOUSLY

651 Pine St. Rm. 103. Martinez, CA 94553

For application, call: I -877-4-DEPUTY
EOE

Women & Minorities are encouraged to apply

I -877 -4-DEPUTY

The cutting edge of scientific research

BERKELEY LAB
The most advanced computing and
networking facilities

Coordinated by:

COMPUTING SCIENCES
The newest computational technologies and
tools
Berkeley Lab is a multidisciplinary scientific and high performance
computing facility conducting non -classified research. Computing
Sciences houses one of the largest combinations of computing and
networking resources in the world, We create the computational tools
and collaborative technologies for accelerating science and engineering
research, and we’re doing this by hiring the best professionals in the
industry. If this sounds like the place for you, consider one of many
opportunities for:
Software Engineers
Systems and Network Engineers
Computer Scientists

career
center

in the areas of:
High Performance Computing
Systems Management or Engineering
Networking and Telecommunications
Database Design and Development

SJSU

You will be rewarded with a competitive salary, one of the best benefit
packares in the country. and the opportunity to work with creative
people who are leading the technology revolution.
Please visit our Web site to learn more about opportunities with
Computing Sciences at Berkeley lab or submit a resume with cover
letter and job number by email to
-414
employment(0.1b1.gov (plain text
only: no attachments please): by fax
to (510) 486-5870. or by mail to
Ill
Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory Staffing Office. One
Cyclotron Road. MS 937-0600,
BERKELEY LAB
Berkeley., CA 94720. AA, EOL

rrrrrrr

Employment Opportunities in Tax Auditing
and Tax Compliance
Are you interested in a challenging position with the
California State Board of Equalization as a Tax
Auditor or a Business Tax Compliance Representative?
The Board of Equalization is recruiting for qualified individuals
for employment as:Tax Auditors to conduct and / or
review moderately difficult audits of businesses subject to the
Business Tax Laws administered by the Board
of Equalization or Business Tax Compliance Representatives
to perform tax compiance, collections, licensing and enforce
Business Tax Laws administered by the
Board of Equalization.
Monthly Salary
Tax Auditor: $2791-3995
Business Tax Compliance
Representative: $2658-3995
Vacancies exist in various locations
in California. Excellent benefits
package includes: sick leave,
vacation, retirement, health, dental
and vision.
For more information, contact Norberto Amoranto at the
Board of Equalization at (408) 277-8252
Job Line: (916) 322-9703
Exam Line: (916) 323-5180
Or visit us on-line at: www.boe.ca.gov
/11111Pe
^Pe
The California State Board of Equalization is an equal
opportunity employer.

You’ve Got the Resume,

Do you have what it takes
to "Be Progressive?"

Retail

With more than 18.000 creative and .1111ktious employees throughout the United
Mates, Progressive offers a unique opponunity iii loin a strong company on the
upsurge We are a WI billion insurance industry leader and a Fortune 500 company
And right now, we are increasing inn college recruitment efforts in search of
luture-focused professionals’ Slur, by our booth and talk with us at Expo 2000
un March Hand ’.1!
!ruble to stop by and talk with us? Check out our Web site to find out why
Progrerwive is anything but typical -- and to learn about the exciting employment
tpportunnies and nuerriships we have available and to apply online

progressive.com
lutcrc.col hut
tilk wtill us,,, go
’lease stilvont a renting; to
.
Prm4grcleikve; Attn: 11CAJS0308, 3 Harbor Dr.; Sausalito,
(A 94965; OR fax toc 415.339.9058.; E-isialk
westjohneprogressIve.com indicating the Job
ui,1111111’ suhicri line ol your Entail PLEASE
IN(.1.tilffr. A I )AN-11AIE 111E10 0 (NE NUMBER.
Equal (Vportunity Envployer. 51 I I EV.

e’ve Got the Jobs.
Ove worked hard 11:11’ years, dedicating the last couple of them to your future You’ve vent
11! UTE, than you can count. And you’ve probably even been on more intervtews than you
mention The whole process can be frustrating. That’s why Walgreens. America’s 318 billion
pharmacy leader, has conveniently reserved a booth at your school’s career fair. Our outstar,
opportunities target intelligent, ambitious individuals desiring challenge and excitement
careers We take pride in the fact that our valuable employees are provided with extensive
’,WM/1s .11111 esi ellent advancement opportunities to achieve lifelong success
Ii

PROGREII/1/E0

Opportunities are currently available

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
RETAil MANAGEMENT INTERNS
Visit Our booth at the

111

San Jose State University Spring Career Expo 2000
Wednesday, March 8 (General Career Fair)
and
Thursday, March 9 (Intern Career Fair)
a unable to attend either career fair, please
i.iind a resume to Walgreens District
Office, Attn: Dave Devencenzi or Todd
Horton, 151 East 3rd Ave., San Mateo, CA
94401, Fas: 650-3404237. Walgreens
’animas, and supports a drug.free workplace
I qua! Opportunity Employer
%V M1.1/1

11
1:

M,m.Tr4atv
Ti,, PlvilWg4Fa0

algreens.com

HUMAN PERFORMANCE

We’re Changing the Shape of the Fitness Industry
AXIS is a wellness center
designed specifically to
provide career
opportunities for the
Athletic Trainer. Our
model is comparable to a
health clinic that operates
by appointment only.
AXIS’ clientele receive
personalized, functional
and comprehensive
training sessions. We
believe this individually
tailored program, based
on scientific exercise

We’re searching for World
Class Athletic Trainers,
P.T.,A.s & Strength and
Conditioning Specialists.
We offer the most
competitive compensation
package in the industry,
CEUs, professional
growth, health care, and
special bonuses.

A

X

I

For more information, please contact:
Human Resources Department
650-833-6104
Fax Resume: 650-463-1926
Visit us: www.axispicom

Hertz Local
Edition
Management Trainees
In this entry-level position, employees will
have extensive customer contact and learn all
aspects of the operation. Annual compensation
is in excess of $30K with rapid opportunity for
advancement. Qualified candidates must have
a college degree and/or relevant customer
service experience. Clean DMV record and
excellent communication skills are required.

CAREER
Management
Sales

erglIS011 11 S

OPPORTUNITIES IN
Operations
Finance
Purchasing
Logistics

nhlcd 11 Si/l’

our beginning in 1’63. it

tiVe cars sinic
tse’rti the largest

distributor ot plumbing ’troth’. ts. third in industrial

Send Resumes to:

pipe. sal1eS and fittings, fifth in ’waling and wiling
products

4750 Almaden Expressway Suite L,
San Jose, CA 95118

and we’re still grr ’wing. That grins tic ritters

the kind ot opportrin0 that dreams are made oh.
ontat t us totla

Fax: 408-265-0157
E-mail: colson@hertz.com
come visit our booth on March 9

Mid shirt dreaming!

FERGUSONfi
P.O. Box 2778, Newport News, VA 23609-0778
(757) 874-7795 www.ferguson.corn

COMERICA
THE PLACE TO BE!
CELEBRATING 150 YEARS OF BANKING LEADERSHIP!
Comerica is currently accepting applications for both Credit Specialist (Job #4389) and Credit Analyst (Job
#4028) positions. Both positions require excellent customer service skills coupled with strong accounting
knowledge. Minimum educational requirements for the Credit Specialist position are an AA degree with a
minimum of two college level accounting courses completed. For the Credit Analyst position educational
requirements are a BA degree and Accounting classes through Intermediate Accounting. Both positions are in
support of lending officers and include financial statement spreading, financial analysis, credit proposals and
relationship monitoring. Both positions are in our Commercial Loan Officer Training Program with the
ultimate goal of promotion to our Commercial Lending ranks. Full time and flexible part time positions
available.
We offer:
1 Competitive salaries
V Paid vacations & holidays
401(k) plan

1 Excellent benefits
1 Pension Plan (for F/T only)
1 Employee Stock Purchase Plan

Please mail or fax resume to: Comerica Human Resources, 55 Almaden Blvd. (MC 4113), San Jose, CA
95113 Fax (408) 556-5870.
For Additional Job Opportunities please call:
1 (800) 522-2265 (Option #5)

www.comerica.com
FOE

6111811

PORT OF SA\ FRANCISCO
Student Trainee Internships
Undergraduate
Engineering
civil
Structural
Electrical
Industrial
Computer Science
Business Administration with IT emphasis

Graduate
City, Regional, Urban Planning
Business Administration
with real estate emphasis
Salary: $1,33641,500 bi-weekly. Applications/information available during Career Expo at the Port’s table or
call 415-274-0425
Application, cover letter, resume & transcript
due March 17, 2000

Can the meeting of minds center on common ground?
Absolutely. At Compaq, we believe technolo-

We’re looking for software engineers who

gies are driven by innovative thinking. With

seek challenge and have a passion to work in

our acquisition of Tandem and Digital. we’ve

a cutting -edge, team -oriented environment.

brought together the best thinkers in the

We are now hiring for full-time and intern

businessin one company, with one goal.

positions in Cupertino, CA. and Austin. TX.

The strength of this union will move us for-

Database development

ward in every field imaginablefrom system

Transaction processing database recovery

area networks to continuously available,

CORBA development

high -end systems. We plan to lead the way

Multi -tier client/server

in the new millennium, and we’re looking for

Java’ language

the minds that can make it happen.

Visit the
Compaq
Booth
on Thursday.
March 9

Technical writing
Compaq is only at the Fair on Thursday.
March 9,50 make a note to stop by and visit

Visit our website to apply online oremail your resume to lobs.ms@compaq.com. (ASCII text

with our recruiters And while you’re there, sign

format only, no attachments please. Indicate lob code PA.S1Cf in the first line of your e-mail.)

up to win a Compaq

Win a
Compaq Aero
Palm -size PC

Aere 1500 Palm -size PC.

Winner need not be present

COMPAQ NonStop
www.compaq.com/jobs
1000 compact Computer COrpOration

All rights reserved Marsh 2000 Compaq. hero. Digital. tandem and the Compaq logo. registered S Patent and Trademark Office lava and all lava based trademarks
and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems Inc . in the United states and other countries Other product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered trade
marks of their respective companies Technical specifications and availability are subject to change without notice 00-0367

XAP EXAR

Coordinated by:

Visit Our Booth at the Career Expo!
We are in these HOT markets:
Communications
Networking and Transmission
Data Acquisition
Exar, a leader in analog and mixed signal integrated circuits, has the
following job opportunities
available for new graduates in
our state-of-the-art Fremont
headquarters.

\ It Col poi.iiion
Kai’
Freimmt. CA 94538
Fax: i IOi 1,104-701 I
Email:
career@ exar.com
EOE

Nior
career

Applications Engineer
(analog IC, video systems)
Failure Analysis Engineer
(internal quality)
Test Engineer
(ATE test, some travel)
CAE Engineer
(Cadence design/simulation)
Design Engineer
(ATM, Sonet)
Systems Administrator
(Windows NT)

center
SJSU

Visit our website at www.exar.com
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For more information
on Seagate including
current opportunities,

visit jelos.seagete.coms

if you’re ready to go
ere and affect everyth
check out Seagate.

wants the same thing. That’s
provide a creative atmosere for your ideas, supply
and
the
latest tools
technologies, and go
the extra mile to
ensure you’re

er there’s innovation,
there’s Seagate
Ogmont, CO Minneapolis, MN
homa City, OK Silicon Valley, CA

&9 Seagate.
Information the way you want it .

inspired.

Santa Clara Valley
Water District
...Balancing the needs
for flood protection, water supply,
water quality and the environment.

Employer partner:

The Santa Clara Valley Water District is currently
hiring. For a list of open positions, complete descriptions, requirements, and filing deadlines, visit or call:

5750 Almaden Expressway
San Jose, CA 95118
(408) 265-2607 x 2085
www.scvwd.dst.ca.us

This insert was brought to you by the hard work
and dedication of the Spring 2000 Spartan Daily
Advertising Staff
JOSH NA PATEL
MARIGOLD MAGPANTAY
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KEVIN (HEN
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VALERIE TSANG
STEVE ZMINA

CAROLINA VAN DER HOEK
MARC CANET
NEIL BRILLANTE
JOCELYN HARKER
RENE CAPARROS
DARA MCGIBNEY
SHIH-MIN LEE

Way to go team!

We’re a leading provider of software solutions for customer relationship management (eCRM). Our products help businesses meet the most
critical challenge faced by companies todaymanaging customer relationships in a time when e -commerce, the Web, and the Internet are
making customers more demanding and less loyal. Our flagship product, the Aspect Customer Relationship Portal, blends voice, e-mail, Web,
and fax; integrates the contact center with front- and back-office applications; and unifies customer relationship functions.
Aspect is looking for enthusiastic individuals pursuing a B.S. or M.S. in computer science, computer engineering,
or equivalent for internships and full-time opportunities in the following areas:

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION ENGINEERING

At Aspect, you’ll have a job, and you’ll have a life. You’ll find the work intensebut rewarding. And while you’re helping Aspect build
its business, Aspect goes further than most companies to help you build your life with many on -site convenience services, and much,
much more. Aspect offers outstanding career opportunities and a highly competitive incentive compensation and benefits package.
To forward your resume, e-mail: myfuture@aspect.com;
or mail: Aspect Communications, Attn: University Relations
Dept.,13io Ridder Park Dr., San Jose, CA 95131-2312. Be sure to
mention code: SJSUCF0300. We are an Equal Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer. -

ASP ECT

www.aspect.com/myfuture

Defining the Customer Experience0 3000 Aspect Connenunocetoons

Employer partner:
Philips Electronics
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Design Engineering
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Philips Semiconductors
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Business Fulfillment/

has gained a position in
the global marketplace as

Logistics
Sales

a leading innovator in the
development of advanced
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digital solutions The company
has targeted four primary

lo
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dt.{,111 hands-on work

experience our internship/
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CO-OP Program, is for you

Communications Digital

This is where you’ll take

Consurfii, Networking and

what you’ve learned in the
classroom and apply it to the

omputing

challenges of the high tech
You are invited to explore
these challenging
opportunities in our
Diverse company.
!he

Currently we have position.
available for under-graduali.
level students in the following

Resources, and Marketing

t,ii,ducts can only be
developed by the best people
That’s why Philips Semicon-

Please forward your resume
to: Philips Semiconductors.
College Relations

ductors is constantly seeking

P.O. Box 3597

to hire the best Bachelor.

Scranton, PA 18505

Master, and PhD candidates in

Fax: (877) 506-8494

the following areas Elentrinai

E-mail:

Engineering, Computer
Engineering. Computer

Standard Register

Set A Higher Standard
Standard Register. a Fortune 1000 company, is proud to be a
recognized leader in document management systems with a track
record of innovation for more than 85 years.

business world

areas Engineering, Humar
College Recruiting

C

philipscollege@alexus.com

We are seeking dynamic individuals to join our sales teams! If you
have the motivation and drive to succeed, Standard Register will
give you the opportunity to build client contacts and gain the
experience you need to achieve your goals.
We Offer:
Unlimited Earning Potential
Salary plus Commission
Excellent Training Program
Management Career Path
Positions are available in various locations including;
Santa Clara
Oakland
San Francisco
Sacramento
So. California Locations

EOE

Science and Marketing

www.semiconductors.philips.com

Want to learn more about Standard Register? Stop by our
- booth at the 2000 Career Fair on March 8th!
(’ant make it? Please send a cover letter and resume to
Kristel Svansjo at ksvansjogstandardregister.com or fax them to
(925) 974-1948. Include job code: SJSU

Eqicsemece cep tc’

Every

Continuous
Data
Access

Coordinated by:

Performance
Achieves at a
Higher Level.ln
1
AT AUSPEX, IF IT’S WORTH DOING, IT’S WORTH DOING BETTER. WE BRING TO
MARKET AN ARRAY OF DATA STORAGE/ACCESS TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTIONS THAT
KEEP US IN FRONT OF TM COMPETRION AND THE INDUSTRY. IF YOU’RE LOOKING
FOR A COMPANY THAT PARLAYS THE BALANCE @MOLEX MARS OF SUSINESS EDPERIENd AND GROWTH MORI TYPICAL OF A HOT START UP INTO A THRIVING MULTIMILLION DOLLAR ROSINESS, DISCOVER WHAT SILICON VALLEY ALREADY KNOWS
AUSPEX IS THE PLACE!

$202
Million In
Rrenue
for FY ’97

WERE LOOKING TO TALK WITH SPARTAN STUDENTS ABOUT THE FOLLOWING
OPPORTUNITIES:

INTERNSHIPS/CO-OPS

CAREER POSITIONS

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
SYSTEM TEST
TECHNICAL WRITING
ENGINEERING EMI ASSISTANT
ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN ASSISTANT
SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR ASSISTANT

SOFTWARE Encinue
DEVELOPMENT

career
center

We’

TEST DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER

AUSPEX OFFERS GREAT COMPENSATION PACKAGES AND LOTS Of EXTRAS. SO STOP
NY AND SEE US AT THE CAREER EXPO 2000 OR E-MAII, US YOUR RESUME (BE SURE
TO PUT SPARTAN EXPO ON THE SURIECT LINO. loss.coae.ausetx.com AUSPEX
IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. ALL vywommuts IAOUGvo nom anIRCT1VE
CPWOMMES.

0
AUSPEX

!;111

SJSU
Data

http://www.auspex.com

If you are looking for a
company that provides...
Training and career growth
The opportunity to make a difference
Competitive salaries and great benefits
A cool and hip environment
And serious fun...
then Macromedia is your company!
You know our products:
Dreamweaver
Flash
Director
Shockwave
Come meet us!

rnacromedia

add life to the web

Join us March 8th from 10am-3pm at San Jose State University Career Expo 2000.
Come learn about the exciting career opportunities available at Macromedia.

Of course, we can’t promise you that CEO gig.

It’s good to have goals. It’s even better to
exceed them. And at Lam Research, we can

Then again, anything’s possible.

certainly help. We manufacture some of the

So if your studies focus on Chemical,

world’s most sophisticated semiconductor

Computer, Electrical, Industrial, Material

manufacturing solutions. We’re the place

Science, Mechanical or Process Engineering,

to challenge the intellect. The place to put

then sharpen your mind, and direct your

your education to work. The very place

browser accordingly.

to inspire you to shape dreams into reality.

Internship/
Co-op

try Leve
Positio

CEO

4
ft

www.lamrc.com/jobs

ARESEARCH

Internet Company
(Now that we’ve got your attention, read on...)

c,)

GLOBIX
The Global Internet Exchange

New York

Santa Clara

London

Were Globix, a leading ISP and provider of one-stop Internet solutions - including
Co-Location,Web Hosting, E-Commerce, Network Security, Streaming Media,
Network & Systems Architecture and more. Our international and domestic
state-of-the-art Internet data centers, along with our expanding fiber-optic network,
enable us to deliver high-end Internet solutions.
Our rapid expansion and growing client base has created a period of phenomenal growth. If the
Internet is where you would like to begin your career, stop by our booth at the Expo 2000
Career Job Fair, in the SJSU Event Center on Wednesday, March 8,2000 from 10am to 3pm.

iwantajob@globix.com
www.globix.com

Child
Development
Centers
Continuing Development Inc.

Coordinated by:

711
career
center
SJSU

"Our programs put children at the center of an interconnected
circle of families, teachers and the community."
We are seeking qualified and enthusiastic people for these
positions in our accredited school age and preschool
child care programs:
Site Supervisor
BA or AA in Child Development
or related field
3 - 6 units Supervision &
Administration
Prior supervisory experience
preferred
Knowledge of High/Scope
curriculum preferred
Assistant Site Supervisor
12 units in CD/ECE
or related field
3 units Supervision
& Administration
desired
2 years teaching

Teacher
6+ units CD/ECE or related
field
Previous experience working
w/children

Latehkey & Subsidited Programs have requirements consistent is nth the CD Permit Mans

Full Time & Part Time positions are now available in
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Cupertino, Santa Cruz, Redwood (’ity,
and Morgan Hill.
CD1/CDC offers Full Time & Part Time employees competitive wages
and excellent benefits including:
),

Choice of Medical & Dental Insurance Plans
40IK
Long Term Disability & Life Insurance
Paid Vacation, Sick Time, Holidays & Training
Childcare Discount

Now hiring in the accounting department.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
This is a full time position located in the (’Dl Corporate Office
in Campbell where all off the statewide accounting is managed
and generated. It is hourly with a flexible 8 hr. shift between
the hours of 7am - opm
(lard Development Inc is a child care management company responsible for
administrative, accounting, training. and human resources support for
all of our ,taievvide child development programs

For more information or to be considered for an available position,
please contact our Corporate Office 408-371-9900,
fax: (408) 371-7685, e-mail: janderson(a4diedc.org
Job Hotline: 1-888-9-CDICDC
lit

Child

In managed hy

Nwreur

incorporeted

An Equal ()pportunny Employer
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ENGINEERING

FOR

SATELLITES

The Ultimate Career Launch.
WHY ON EARTH
WE WORK

Hard to believe, but even here in the United States, a sizable portion of land lacks the infrastructure
necessary to deliver television reception, Internet access, even a simple phone call. But at Space Systems/
Loral, we’re working to change all that. Here, you’ll immerse yourself in a rich learning environment with a
broad spectrum of state-of-the-art emerging technologies significant to the information age. At the same
time, we’ll encourage you to follow your interests and develop satellite solutions for information processing,
weather, broadband broadcast, and telecommunications. Great reasons why on earth you should connect
with us - at Space Systems/Loral in PALO ALTO, CA.

,

We’ll be on campus for Career Expo 2000
Wednesday (3/8) and Thursday (3/9)
seeking individuals with/pursuing these credentials:
BS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

BS AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

BS MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

BS FINANCE

BS COMPUTER SCIENCE

Additional positions in ADMINISTRATION, PROCUREMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES, INFORMATION SYSTEMS, as well as
INTERNSHIPS for SUMMER of 2000 may also be currently available. For up-to-the-minute information on our company and
employment opportunities, please visit our Web site: www.ssloraLcomiemployment
Space Systems/Loral offers significant internal training programs, tuition reimbursement, small work groups and the chance to benefit
from a variety of work experiences. If you can’t make it to the Expo, we’d still like to see your resume - so e-mail it (body copy only,
attachments will delay the processing of your resume) to: jobs.hrOssclioraLcom. EOE.
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ACORN Community Organization
Action Day Nurseries/ Primal), Plus School
Active Research, Inc.
Acuson Corp.
Adaptec. Inc.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
Advantest America. Inc.
Affymax Research Institute
Alexander Ogilvy Public Relations
ALLIANCE for Community Care
Alum Rock Counseling Center
Alzheimer’s Association
Amdahl Corp.
American Red Cross
Analog Devices, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Applied Communications Corp.
Applied Materials, Inc.
Aspect Telecommunications
Auspex Systems, Inc.
13CL Computers
Bearskin Meadow Camp
Beckman Coulter. Inc.
Brach, Neal, Daney & Spence LLP
Bright Horizons Family Solutions
BroadVision, Inc.
Burson-Marsteller
CA Dept. of Justice
Cadence Design Systems. Inc.
Camp Max Straus
Camp Tawonga
Camping Unlimited, Inc.
Central YMCA
Child Development. Inc.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
City of Santa Clara - Parks & Recreation
City of Santa Cruz
City of Sunnyvale Leisure Services
Coakley Heargerty Co., Ltd.
Compaq Computer Corp.
County of Santa Clara
Crawford, Pimentel & Co.. Inc.
Creative Labs, Inc.

he Career Center

Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
Deloitte & Touche LLP
Edelman Public Relations Worldwide
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
EPRI (Electronic Power Research Institute )
Exar Corp.
Fine Line Sawing & Drilling, Inc.
General Electric Co.
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
Granite Rock Co.
HAL Computer Systems
Harveys Resort Hotel/Casino
Hertz Corp.
History San Jose
IBM Corp.
Infineon Technologies Corp.
International Business Incubator
Interstate Hotels Corp.
JC Penney Co., Inc.
JDR Microdevices
JustAct
KISS 98.1 FM
KPMG Peat Marwick LLP
Lam Research Corp.
Laurence Madison Communications
lawrence Berkeley National laboratory
Lawrence Livermore National laboratory
Lockheed Martin
Mainbrace Corp.
McGrath/P)wer Public Relations
Metricom, Inc.
Metro Newspapers
Microsoft Corp.
NASA-Ames Research Center
National Semiconductor Corp.
New United Motor Mfg., Inc.
Nordstrom
Nonel Networks
Northwestern Mutual Life
Okiz.0 Foundation
On-Site Dental Care
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Peace Corps

PE Biosystems
Philips Semiconductors
Port of San Francisco
PricewaterhouseGx)pers
Progressive Insurance Co.
Rainforest Action Network
Raychem Corp.
Rebekah Children’s Services
Rudolph & Sletten, Inc.
SAFECO Insurance
San Francisco Public Works Dept.
San Jose Mercury News
Sanmina Corp.
Santa Clara Marriott Hotel
Santa Clara Valley Water Dist.
Seagate Technology
Seneca Center
SGI (Silicon Graphics)
SmithKline Beecham
Southwest YMCA
State Farm Insurance
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Target Stores
The Morning Star Trucking Co.
The Old Spaghetti Factory
The Tech Museum of Innovation
The Weber Group, Inc.
Toys "R" Us/Babies "R" Us
1TI, Inc.

r imolai in the provision of its services and programs Reasonable accommodation,
for those with d.sablites available with advonce nonce Call 024 6033 for assAlanr..

nutIS,

intemstup. co-op & summer opportunities for all sjsu students

Tyco Electronics
U.S. Customs Service
U.S. Geological Survey
United Airlines-Fleet Ops Div.
United Parcel Service
UpShot.com
Varian Medical Systems
VIA Rehabilitation Services
Walgreen Co.
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Western Athletic Clubs
YMCA Camp Jones Gulch
Yosemite Concession Services Corp.

career explorers:
check out future options

job seekers:
resumes and professional
attire recommended

mordinated

mar
10am - 30m

sisu event center

career
center
S J U

